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:/ " 'ABSTRACT 
. ., 
~h A computer progr,.m based on ' the linear wave dlftr:actlon theory. 
using 3-0 sourc~ dfatrlbutlon method!' Is set up. '. This pr~~am calculates 
the' first-order wave ,forces. respons~' motions. steady, (,fean) horIzOntal 
drift forces and vertical drift mpmant for a floating body In a' regular waye 
system: The steady' dr,lft forces' (moment). ~re evaluated by , the far flel~ 
.. 
~pproac~. 
, ., Some modified numerical schemes are ,proposed, In tt:-Is work that 




for two. typical '. floating ' bodies out 
, . 
" 
Computation,s were carried 
(hemisphere ' and'. rectangular , box) . 
f 
. ) 
The computEpd fesults are In good v' 
" . . I ' 
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FIgure ' ( 1) • - ~o~~dln e system an~ sign . conve~tIOf! for translatory 
and an ula,. dlsplaoerl.ents , \ I ' TYPlca~:\'p-~rtltl~nlng! of 1ZC-t plane 'symmetric body 
. ( \. j . ! 
Adc;led m~ss al)d ~amplng '.n surge 'or a hemisphere 
,~ \ . J I 
Added m8$S and damping In heave for a hemisphere 
. SU;g'~' el(cl~~~ ,~~le alnd phase r~r a hemisphere 
. \ [' I· 
Figure (2) 




•• \ . Figure (6) , Heave ~I(cltln\g for~e '~nd-' phase for a hemisphere 








Figur~ ( .11) 
Surge m'ollon \nJI Pha~e for a he~I:Phere 
\ . 1 
. .' \ \ 
Heave motion an phase for a ' hemhsp'. here 
, . \~ : ' i , ... , . \ 
Drift foroe for a emlsphere [\ '.: . '"' 
Added mass and . r.amPlng In ,urge 'for rectangular' box \ ' .. 
Added mass and damping In heave for rectangular box 
.. 
• I \. 
Figure (12) Added mass and ba~Plng In 'pltch for rectangular ~O)(' 
. Flg~)e (13). Added mass and r.m~\~g . In yaw lor. joctangUI.r box 
t ' ~ \ ~ 
Flg~lr • . (14. a) . Surge motlc?n and phase ,for rectangular box I ~ h~adlng III! 0 oe91\,. ) , \ . • 
Flg~re (14. b) Surge 'motlon and phase ' '~r reotangular ' bOI( I '. (heading = 45. Oeg.) ' \ ., ' 
Ff' ul'e .< 15. ·s) He~~e ~otlon and'\ phaae for' rectangUlar box 
'(heading III 0 oe9 1) .. \ 
. \ . . . 
,
, /Igur. (15. b) Heave motion and ..lPhaS8 'or rectangular box ' 
(Heading • 45 oe~.) · . . . 
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tJ 
Flgur" (18. a) Pitch mOllon and phase for rectangular box I 
. / (heading' = 0 .~g·)O' I 
Figure '~18. b) ,Pitch molton and' pti~:e for ·rectangular bOx ! 
(headl~ I: 45 oeg.) :,(' 
\ 
Figure (11, a) Surge exciting for~e and phase for 
(heading' = . 0 Oeg:) 
rectangular box 
. ( ', , ' . 
. , . 'I ' 
Pigure (1.1. b) Surge e)Ccltlng force and phase· for rect8ngul~ box 
,(heading ~ 45 P,eg.) .: • r , 
i 
. ' I Figure (18. a) Heave exciting forqe and' phase Jor rectangular box 
(h,eadlng ': 0 Oeg.) , "I 
Flgur. (18. b) Heave .",,"Ing forc. and pha •• ,or'~c .. ~gUla, b'l" . 
(heading • 45 ,oeg.) " . I, 
Figure (19. a) Pitch exciting 'force and phase for 
(headl~g =, 0 Oeg.) 
,I 
rectangular I?0x 
Figure (19. b) Pitch eXCiting force and phase for rectangular box 
(heading = 't5 Deg~) , 
.fIgure (20. '8) Drift force In x-component for reotangular box 
(heading = 0 ~g.) 
Figure (20. b) Drift force In x-component for reotangular box 







Drift force In lI-c'omponent for ' re~tangular box' 
at various heading anglell 
Vertical Drift moment for rectangular box 
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'Area of water .. plan,e 
Damping' coefficients 
Restor,lng coefficients 
ar.n's · function . 
" 
' . . ') .. 
complex\ a~PlltUde of "'t"a exciting forc.i ', ' " 
' . 
S,~ady' drift force .,' 
Ex1ernal force 
" . ' , . " . , ' , 
aravltatlonal acct!leratloQ ., · . 
. ,-
Moment of Inertia 
' . ' • F 
hpaglnary part of a complex functlcn 
l-:::-r 
" 
Bessel function of first kl.nd of iero order 
\, 
.> 
MQdlfled Bessel function of second kind . of zero ord~r 
Ii ~ . 
. Wa"e number 
' .~ . 
LInear momentum 
Mass of the body · 
\ . 
.! 
Steady drift mO.me.nt 
.' . 
Unit ' normal vector (Into the fluid') 
, 
See equation ,(2. S): ,1-1 ... 8 




Source densities. J.l •.. 7, I , 
, 
• [(K-~)2 .. (~..,,)2 + (Z-()~"'2' I 
" 
, 
• [(K-',) 2 .... cy..,,) 2 ... (z+2h+~)~1/2 . 
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Real part of. a ,complex funotlon ' 
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Posltlot'\ vector· of the body,/sup;face 
, I 
. . ~ 
. ' . .. 
Mean wetted body surface / 
. • . .l ,:~ -,;.'>: 
/ I 
Instantaneou8 wettelji body surface 
, " 
,vertical cyll,ndrlcal surface of large 'radluS' 
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Generalized rigid .body Veloclty~ , q=l; ,' , 6). itee. equatlon (2.2) 





;., " " . 
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.• : " 
. , 
Ftuld velocity' components In cylindrical co-ordinate .system 
=(~1' "2.~) Co-ordinate system as defined In figure (1). 
, 8essel function 'of secohd kind of ' zero order 
, < 
, 
Z ~ordlnate of center of . buoyancy, / . . * . 
./ 
I;Z co-ordinate of center of gravity 
.' . 
Incident· angle of waves system' (measured -from the. p081~lve' 
x-axis to. th.e direction of wave propagation) : 
Velocity potential 
Complex velocity potential. 1- 1.-.. . 1, 
• t . ' 
Complex rigid body dlspl,acement .< S88 
, Algid body ~dlsPlaC8ment 
Waye tength ' 
, .. 
.. 
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' .. 0, " 
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: Pat 
, ~ . " ' 
, Mass 'density of the ftoatlng ~Ody 
, ,', 




,See equation (5. ,20) 
Circular fre~uency of Incident wave .' 
wayeampu.(.). 'Of In·~ldent. wave 
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. ; '! " 
. ~ ... .... , 
. , ,,en B;, "Ioatl,ng body Is exposed. __ ,to " an ' Incldeo", 'wave' system. . ir':., .' . :' . 
, • • ,.-;: ., 'I .', " ';: • !, ' ',," " .:, " " ~~~_:_ .._" ~o-
addltlbn' to -1lpp.arent oscillatory motions. the.:, body has "a .tendency' ··to drift. ' ' :" ;. 
" .. '~WaY'ln: th~\~lrec~lon~ ;of .the··waie pro~~g'at;;'n, a~c;I t6 cha,,~e It:S ~r'~en~ti6;: •. ,'. ' 
-In 'the horlzo~t~r ')128 ... This pheno~erion J~ .' due to the reflection ' of th~ 
: " " , .... 










• , ' G' CI ' 
" • r. 
.' 
. . " .~.' . " , 
. ' , \. 
, ,'.~ .. ,' of t.. , , ', 
. .. 
" , . 
• , ""'-..- , • '. , , ", , ' .. _ 1 • , , • 
wa~e arfd th'& ' .phil'se lag of . the . OSclllat~~otl~~':"'.Wlttk\r_~.,t() 'the· . 
Inclde.r< wave ,,,sYst~m"' .- . .' . '. ,\' : ~ ----:~.-- -', 
.~ 
, 
lhe forces , and- momen~&.- ex~rtedj o~ :·ihe "noating body by the . "" 
surroun.dlng . fluid .111 .Inc;ude ~ot:' ~nly the " c6nv8ntlonal 'uristea~y 'exciting: 
• , ..... :1.. " 
, ' 
.'. . compOnents wh'I,cH: give r~se -to 'the oscillatory ~ motion' In waves. but ' also 
~ . . • . " . ' . \.. I 
'· . hlg~er order 'steady ~~~ unst~~dy 'f~r~~8 dU~ t6 various nonlinear, eft~ct;.' 
• ". " • • '. , .. t ~, 
. , . } ~ 
. These ' higher order forces are .. 'gener~IIY · too ~man ". to' ' Influ~nce ' the-:-1Irst~ 
. . I·, ' 
(: . order' oscltlatory motl~ms of the flo~tlng body. but nev,rtheles~ ,oan be I' I 
. " Important In certain circumstances. particularlY' In considering the ' d;lft(ng 
. " ~ , . 
, . 
,', '. . ." .. . '~orce . and drifting moment· of .- the body In 
. . .. 
the horizontal ' plane' . . F.or , ~ 
eXample. the drifting velocl~ of the body wUl 
, . ' . . . 
., . ' .... ( 




force " whlle the stable heading ·ang!e. of the floatlnq body will be govern:-'d 
! ........ 
by the correspondlAg ' drifting r:noment. ( These. forces, ~nd momltnts are 
'! l , therefore of .. Importance In the d,slgn o{ mooring. systems and bow 
~ , ~ 
. . 
" . , thrusters. 
• 
. ,.. . 
Although the th,eory of motion was welt .• stabIl8h~d (15) (10), .the 
• 
. . , 
, , 
~ ., 
---_._ ... _, . .. .. _. ~_ # - ~lU . . 


































complete 'ana.yt;is of the drifting force acting on a ship with zero mean 
. , ., /' ... 
forward 's(eed was. not Obtal,ned U!1Jll Maruo (21)( 1960). who clarified 'the 
~ - . : , ~ , ~ ..... 
,relationship between drlfnhg force and· all aspects of wave Interactlon~ 
.' . . ~ 
. .' . , 







moment was Included. , ' -... 
~ • 
Co 
In the deoade , due to the demands of larger floating offshore 
struotures ~ floating 'drlil platfor1-~ and storage tankers. the .... 
pnt,o~., · moth""s In the motlo!, C.lc~,.tlOn based on. the .t,'p theo'll 
(271. 'or the slender bOdy approximation (22) are sometimes Inadequate: 
• 
• therefore many computations turn to the three dlmenslona' source 
~ 
, ' 
• qfstrlbutlon method. The basic contributions to the application of this 
.I 
" J technique are ' the papers of Lebretpn and Corm au It (19)( 1969) and 




Faltlnsen and Mlche'sen <" (4J0974) used the same technique to 
dBlculate the moCions of a rectangular box, and a.so the drifting force and 
, m~ment based on. Newman's ·far field- approach . 
The main purpose of the preser:-t ~ork Is to develop a computer 
1 • . 
pr~ram to , calculate the oscillatory motion. drift force fa tid moment. 
, 
S~c'ai attention has been given In the design of the program to slmptlclty 
\ 
of Input data .or generating .of required body shapes. and also' some 
'\ ~lfled numerical schemes were Incorperated, so that a certain amount 
of the computer cpu time could be saved . , Altho,ugh th~ theory and the 
. . 
'~. methOd o'calculatlon used ar~ not new It Is believed that the experience 
, '~ \ -
.R. ... _ '\ .p 
gal~ed ' from this comput~tlon Is helpf!ll for future advanced studies . 


















" Chapter 2 
'. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 




.. ' ~,'~, 
,I • • • l • . : w " ~ . I ,Ii. ":: J ,T' 
T~e math~n;w~tl~al , ~~d~~i o:~ the ,prob.lem .'S , ~e,rlved, fro~:~.',~~ ,dYfl,aml~ ' 
equlllbrl~m be~$en f;rrc~u~ . "and .mom~nts. ' , A ' right hand ."Iciart~sian ' ~o-
, " '~ ,,~; :' .: ~. ~~.- ' '.: ," .. ~." • : .,Y· .',:; .:~. "' .. 
, ord,ln~te syste~', ()C', y. ~~ :r()c1 ';~"Xs) • ', !See .flgu~e .. (1)" fixed WI~h:: respeCI,.:"to.. " 
~. ~ • : ..' .. ' '. ' ' , ' .: • • I . • • • • . ' • • : ' 1 , . : :', 
the mean Positl()~ ot ;the bo~Y:-/S': u'sed ; " ,lth 'Pesltlve z : ~8ffi~aIlY :up~~rdl ': : ,f 
, . .: . • \~.i, ': ~ . • . ,'\, , '~ ! .,'-. ' ,', ':" I / ~:.: .;It , ' :," - , :" 1": '" -:" ~ ' . . 
" thfoU~h !~,~ : ~~nt~r' ,of' grav~.tY· C?f .: ,~,t}a.~ ,b'!.~~ ;81~~}heOrl~l" I,rlt, the ~ plan~ : aLth,. ;,' 
, . ' .,: ~. ~. ~ . r ;' ' .J • ' . ,. to \.0 : :. -.: ~ " ;.' " . o' .~ . ~:. :. '.:!.. .. 
" .undlstUrb'e,d:'" free ,surface. ~',J, . :: ~ ' .', , ' • ;',;; ,,: :::~,<~':' . '" :'" ,f ", 
. :. '~: . 
. , " 
, ) I ~ 
We . a~slime the flow fleld : ',Ia/ ln ,:can :-~deal ',' flOld, 'and Irrotatlonal. 10 
~ . I • J • :. \'. , I, \ 
u,er.: ,~~'~ts a velocity potential ., '~tilCh satlSfle~' '~plaC8'a equation ' I'~. the · j ., " . 
• , • I ~ I • I . ,! 
1. ,.t } , ' .. • l' '~ ' . ' 
whole domain of the flUid .. '. ,. 
~ ~ 'j. 
.' , : ' 
' :'.,,' .,;.;,; 0 (2.1) 
" 
Let U1, b~ the component of 'the' ,generalized body ,v81()clty, vector of the 
o l'" '. ~! " , " . fl~tlng body. (U1 OIl surge. Uz' >= _~~ay. U~. ,h~ve. : 04 .. roll ; Us .. pitch 
Ue ,OIl ,yaw ), and nl' be 
, , ' 
. body surface. I. e .• 
",.,. ' 
U _ ' ~ii, 
I ' n. 
I~' :2, S 
,-4,5.6 
; r 





, • l o~O 
'-1. 2. S , 
/-4.5.8 ,', (2. S) .;:" ,.' ~, ~ :,' ~ 
where 17 la the linear valoclty of the body. n la the ang~;ar V~IC?OI~ ~f :the . " " \' ~ 
body. ;; I. the unit outward normal vector of the 'bodY.' aurfac •• : and ' i"s' ... 
~ . 
the poeltlon vector cf the; body, .u~ac.. '. • 
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' . J ' . 
" 
' ; :' 
, . ~; 
;: 
'i " 
• ~ I • 
.• 1 
i. . .... 
I , . 
. , 
.. 

















Aasumlng that the motion of the body la ~mall so that coup,led higher 
"-
. order terms of the linear velocity and angular velocity can be neglected • 
. \ . 
\ . 
.klnematlc boundary condition ' \ " the body surface Sb tlien . the linearized 
. can be obtained 
.~ . 
•. ' I (2.4) 
• ' I ~ , -
The kinematic boundary condition on · the sea bed which ,.Is assumed 
to be flat reads 
3 • 
' an -0. . on z=-h 
. , -
~2. 5) 
.... I .. 
, 
where h Is the ' water d,pth. 
, I 
~, . :1' ttle ' atmospheric presaure Is as,umed 'to· be 'con~taht a~c:tye the free 
.• . £ . 
sUrfaCe ;' and the Incident wlIYe amplitude' II ·small. _ the.n the · combined ' 
",( 
. ': . - :-
"- . 
IInearlzed-'; ~-,nematlc and dynamic boundary condition on the free surface Is . 
. 'c2 ' .• ,' . -
.lI.. ' .H . 
~·g~·O. 
. 6r , 6% , 
" , ~. : A , 
. ~.: 
on z=O (2.8) 
" , 
From ' equ'~tlons( 2. ,) . (2. 4) • (2 . 5) ' and (2. 6). It Is noUced- that , .. ca~--, not 
.. . . ' . , . ~~. ''t' , '" 
be ~Or1'JPlet~I(.o~~d since U" In equation (2. 4) Is stili . n~t known . " T,he 
, ., , .J 
relationship · be~.n • and U, can be found from the dyniunlc bound~ry 
,I "'. ~ ...• :... .~ : ' '' . 
..,.' " 
condition of :~ ;" on ' the body .urfae!.'" Thl. ·.·condltlon Is Obtained ~y 'uSI~g 
Bernoulli's equatlo~ ' and Newton's law of motion. 
, ", <I, 
1 . 




: J ~ 
known •• the- equation of motion of the body:. 
• I 
, ' 







term on the left-hand side of e~uatlon ' (2.. 7) represents the generalized 
forces due to the Integration of pressure distribution oyer the Instantaneous 
I 
, " 
wetted surface Sb (t) of the body. ( F ex), are the external generalized 
forces. which · are 8ssum'ed to be known; ~ due to other sources. (for 
'l 
example. mooring ~ables or bow thrusters) the right hand side .of (2.7). ' 
are - the generalized Inert!a forces. where Uk Is the ac~eleratlon of the 
" 
body (the dot sign stan'ds for the- total time derlvat'ye). and MJk Is the 
. 
generalized mass- tensor of , the body: If U'le ' body geometry Is symmelrlc 
with respect to , x-z pla?e. (I. e. x1-~ ' plane). MJk can be written In ' the 
matrix form: \ \ 
" 




o o ,M 0 ' 0 0 '(~. 8) 
-I~ 




o 0 : 0 -164 ' 0 ~ I_ ;;--'1\ - . " 
where M " s the ~ ass i Of ,the body. · Zc Is the z-.:coordlnate of the center of 
graylty. 1~1c Is !he , moment of Inertia with 
I 
respect to the coordinate system 
and . Is defined as: 
IJ+3}+~· : I Pb lx,x/alA -X,X,) d'l I. k. J·1. 2. S 
Vb J Where Pz, Is the density of th~ dy. Vb Is the volume 0' the body. 8" Is 
the Ki'oenecker delta. 
'. '--,:" , ",' 
At this stage. : the formulation 01 the problem In equation,s 
- !. 
(2,1)(2.4)(2.5)(2.8) '(2.7). for the motion of a floating bqdy'. 


















STEADY HARMONIC' POTENTIAL 
,. 
Since the general solution of the problem .)s rather complicated. orily 
the steady harmonic solution' and steady drift force5 due to the harmonic 
Incident waves are considered In the', present work. , 
, \, , 
From equation (2.1),(2.7),(2.~).(2.5).(2.6). we , !'I0tlce that In 
eq,.~tlon (2.1) and equation (2.7)" • 'and · UJ are' relat~d only through ' the 
kinematic, body boundary condition equation (2.4). therefora~ • -might-
• - J 
firstly . be solved,' In terms of UJ• then lubstltute this. Into equation ,(2.7) . . 
, I and solve for UJ• This Is the basic Idea . of the mathematical scheme. 
Firstly It Is assumed that the external force (F~») In equation (2. 7) 
Is such that It Is Just equal to the summation ,Of all the second or higher 
,order fluid forces acting on the ! ' body. Hera ' the -higher order forces-
means !he forces due to the produ'ci terms of first order'. and/or Its . 
-' 
'- derivative. In thla alltnlitlon. the motion of the bOdy would beoome purely 
, 
hartllonlo with the aame frequency· as that of the Incident way!'. then 
J 
equation (2, 7) can be ~ewrltten aa (188 (24» 
\ 
I P: n,d5-CJ(~(U ~~U~.MJk;; (";(t~J 
8 . ', b . 
J,k-l •.. ,6 (S.1) 
where s.. la the tlme-Ind~pendent mean we ned body : surface. ';'(1)' are the 
\ : . 
" . 







































body displacements of the floating body. eJk are the .restorlng coefficients ~ , 
'of the body. If the body Is symmetric with respeot to x-z plane. then ejk 
can be .. written as # 
C33 - pgA C· C - -p 9 J ICds 'wp 35 53 , 
" "wp 
(S.2) 
. . . --
Cu - ,pgV( z" - Zo) + ~ J IC2 dS' 
"".r. A,.,. I. th •• liter PI.":: .r .. , • V Ia ~ volume :0; flUid: .". 
Zc are tha z-coordlnates' of the canter of, buoyancy and center of gravIty of 
t~e bod~. " . 
For equations (2.1). (S. 1). (2.4). (2.5). (2.6). since we are 190klng 
, 
for the harmonic : solution only~ It Is mora oonvenrent to represent -.. and 
\ 
. \ 
'" ,by the r~al part of a oomplex fu~ctlon. lef 
whera IIJ Is the frequency, of the Inoldent wave. .(x) 
" . ,/ 
corresponding time Independent complex amplitudes of .(1. t) 
and- ,- ,=;-. 
substituting these expresslont Into .queUon (2.'1). 
~ . 
U!. 5). (2.6). It oan be shown that It Is sufflolent to tak 
. . 
to be the solutions of the ronowlng problem 
.. 
, , 1;; I 
I 
., 
; (S. 8) 
, 
i -



























I (3.6) ') " 
(3.7) 
'" 
J"k=l, .. 6 (S.8) 
fl 
. 
ot' superposlUon for cfI(X) Using the prlnclple linear problems. can be 
" 
broken down Into' three parts, I.e. lat 
'T ", 
\fI,~,.o +, ~ + (-I~i' \fI" 1-1. .. 6 (3.9) 
where -· o Is, chosen to be, the - Incident wave potential. +; Is know~. as the ., .. 
scattering 'pot,entlal due to the ,restrained , body. \fI, (J= 1 • , . 6) Is , knowr, 8S 
the radiation potential due to the corresponding' modes of bOdy motions. 
The Incident wave potential. can be obtained from , small ~mplltude 





where '. Is -the Incident waye air:nplltude. fJ Is the Incident angle ~f the 
Incident wave. which Is meaaur~d as the angle between the dlreotlon 9.1 , 
the wave propagatl~n and PO~ltly. x-axla. ' k Is the wave number which Is 
r • t 
re'ate~ to th~ waye freque~cy by the dispersion relationship 
,.,2 
- - Ie tanh Ich ' (J 
'. 
,. ,.:" • I 
SlnQ~ .0 latl&fles equation (S, 4) • (S. 6) • (S. 7> • one may, take ' .1 


























~ .• , - 0, /-1" . 7 (3.12) 
~._ 3.0 
3" 3" ' 
. (3.13) 
/-" •• 6. on Sb 
2 3., 
-lit • .. + 9 - 0 r n . /-1 , .. 7 on z=O 
~' 
~-O 3" • /-1, .. 7 on z=-h 
and equation (3.8) becomes 
, ., 
r 
I. p(,-/w) · '(.0 ++r> e -IU n, d3 + 1 p (-/61) • ( -/wn.$k) , 8 -1C&If n I da ~ Cit '\t (t) 
8b ' ' ' ~ .' " , . '", .' 
If ona defines 
A",· -p Re( I.,nkds.J 
. ' 8b • • 










. (3. 17) ' 
(S. 18) 
(S.19>' 
where 1m·· denotea· the Imaginary part. then' equation (,3. 16). aftef' some 
. ' . 'J' 
re.rrangementa. oan be written In a more allindar~ form as a 2nd order 
ordinary differential equation: 
(3.20) , 
From the bbundary, oondltlon 0' equation , (3. 13) • the physloal 
\ 
mea':llng of .J <1-1 •.• 7) ,1& obvious. Generally. <.0 +~) Is 'known al the 
o • 













I.ncldent wav, 8,n~ the I~teractlon with the restrained bpdy. On ,the, other 
hand. eIIJ (Fl ... 0)', ar~ known 8S the solutions of the radls;lon proble7. 
They are the potentials due to the forced body motions of the 
. ' 
corre~pondlng modes In stili water. 
In e~uatlon (3.20). Afk and Bjk are tensor quantities. called tt-e 
, 
AddeCt' Mass 'and the Damping coefficients of the body. It ca[l be shown 
, . 
that they are symmetric In' J. k. Als~ since equation (3.14) Is frequency 
! ,. 
, C!epende,nt. hence the ,~alu~8 ,?i .AJk and BJk' ,are alspdependenl, on ,the ' 
fre,q~ency". F j -lathe complex amplitude of. what I~ . generally kno~n as 
, the wave exciting force. 'By using ,Hasklnd'8 relation ,(24).' It can be shown 
" , 
, that , the wave ·excltlng force. FJ •. c~n be expressed In term of eIIo and 
. 4-J• (J=l •.• 6). ~hat the solUtion 'Of ~ Is 'riot necessary. However this 
relationship Is )Of '''"Ie help In the present computation work. since the 
! ,: I 
labor of calculatl(1g 47, ,Is minor. 0" the other hahd. It Is troublesome to 
___ :'--- _ ___ __~oe ,-he Hasklnd" .,elallon, when one· wl,hes I~ cab'alo Iho wa ... oxcltlng 
force acting on' a fixed tibdy. Therefore this relationship Is not made use 
of 'In this ~omputatlon. 
I 
, ' 
At this stage. the original problem of solving +(1. t). and Uj ( t> In 
chapter 1 Is now transformed. by equa~lon (3.3). (,3.9) to a problem of 
finding the 80lutlon of the boundary-value. problem for 'ell, (i) (J=1 •.. 1) • 
and Ihe steady solution of ttie Initial-value problem for flJ(t) '(j= 1 •.• 6) . 
Nevertheless. the lolutlon , ot ,the boundary-value problem Is not 
unique. It can be I seen that since any arbitrary constant limes the 
"-diffraction potential . (.0 + .,) oah be added to any, one' 0' the potentials 
eIIJ' q-1 •.. 7). without ' violating th, beyndary condlt,ons equation C8. 18). a 
. , 













. , ~ 
I • 
- 11 . -
so failed radiation condition a1 lri,flnlty Is added to ensure uniqueness'. the 
, I 
gerieral form of this condlt/0D Is :\ 
c03h Ie ( z+h) ' -112 flv ' \ ' 
411,- cosh Ich r~ .' a~, r ~ CD (8.21) 
where r = -Il(01(+'1°Y 
. I 
and the constant of proportionality In e,quatlon (3.21> may dep,~ on e, 
wher:e e = tan -1 ty/x). but nOl on ~ and z. The choice of equat!on (3.21) 
' Is more or less based on' ·lntu~lon·~ It restricted th~ class of .,: ~J=l .. ,7) 
I ' , , " 
to . those having the propel\. ' that \ the waves allloclated ' wlttl : ~hem are 
\ i 




In the next chapter. the method of solving ., (J=l •. : 7) subject to 
, ' \ 
equations ,(3.12)-(3.15). and (3.21>, by' using the Integral-equation 
t~,hnlque Is discussed,' arter that." t~ cal~Ulallon of the steady solution of 
i .. , 
f)J{tj ,governed 'by equation (3.20) Is straightforward. The calculallon of 
\. , 







































S.OLUTION OF .l;) BY USING GREEN'S FUNCTIO,N METHOD 
, AND STEADY MOTION 'lJ'O 
., 
The treatment of ' t~e 'bo,undary-:-value proble.m stated In the previous 
ohapter by the . Integral-equation method Is classical. The use of .. 
. r' 
singularity dlstrlbut10ns to solve problems of N'eumann llnd I:?'rlchlet type. 
are well known from texts such as Kellog [17J(1929} . These formulations 
f' 
lead to ·Fred.holm Integral-equations 'of the seoond type. for. whloh' a rather ' 
complete mathematical theory of existence and uniqueness has been 
developed. 
• Lamb [l8J ' has shown through the application of Green's theorem 
.' . ~ 
that. for the Infinite flLild oase. the velocity potential. associated , with the 
'. , 
',.. flow · about a body can be described. by elthel: a simple souroe or doublet 
dlltrlbut.lon over the body surfaoe . . Very little progre8s was made towards 
. . 
solving them. elCoept for those few ' oases of special geometry. With the . ' 
advent of the hlght speed oomputer and the discretization techniques ' 
developed ' by Hess & Smith (11]( 1964).' calculation ' of flow about arbitrary. 
shaped bodies In an Inflnlt~ fluid beo·amepoSlI~le. Thele teohnlques have 
• been ext'tnded to the Cilia of fluid of finite · depth with (cee lurface by 
many authors. luch as Lebreton & Margn~o [l9]C 1988), Oarrlson & Reo 
(1]( 1~7l>. 'Falth)sen & Michelsen (4)( 1978) . 
• 








4. 1 Integraf-~quatYon Formulation 
,. ~ , 




,.j:a (x, l) - !fi· ..... l) . 
"'\\1' ........ 
8G 
"in-o. on z=-h 
-II < z <0 and -h ( ( ( 0 
4 cOtsh k(z+lI) r-1I2.elllT,·. . S ... . 
G - C03h leh .. ,- aD 
where the right hand aide ' of equation (4., 1) 
'which can be defined (In a generalized sense) 




Is the 9lra~ delta 
by -the fl!~l~nal ' 






(4 . S) 
~pplylng Green's theorem to GCx.l). and «II) In the reglo,; ' bounded 
by 'Sb' Z=O. and Z=-h. It can be shown ,that .J may be r~presented as 
.,~x> --1 QJ(i> .a(i.l)~3 (4.6) 
~ L 
where QJ Is known as ' the source' density function which Is to be 
determined, the kernel function acx .i) Is' known ' •• ,the Green's function 
Suoh a ,function can t?e ' written In two gener~1 of ... ~e pr b18~ ~or «IIJ: , ", 













.. .... . " ", .. 
, , 
" ... .. , ..





















" • i(Zh ,-lJh + " .cosh [k (,+h) J ~cosh(1r ('zt'h.> J. IV o(lrr') ' -IJo (lrr') J ~ . , . . . . ' i " , 
- .,:' , 2 2 ' 
, • ' (" +".) .'. : .' , . 
, ~ ... E ,,2h t ,,2h ... Y ·COS fILl (~+IiU ~cos ,~I (,~h> J '~o (~I"r'?: . 
, j, I \ ' \. . " ,,.",, " , , . . • " 
where'" . ," :'- .' ", ':, ' :' " , '. ~ , 
• ' : • , ~ . 't< j 
.' . 






Jo and Yo' denote. reapectlvely . ~he Bessel 'funcllon of the f!r~t 
I 












. ~ . ~ :. " . 
~he ,second ~Ind of order' zero" • and Ko den~tea ' :,~8 :'mOdlfled _ B •• s,el. :," , ' V . . ,J , ' _, " ~ f ,ot ',-'-. .~" .. '. 00 . , ..... ,' . ' 
II, 
,' : ' 
"fUnction of the aecond ~d 'of order ';"zero. '" P,V ' rn ,equation <'4 •• 1) Indloataa 
• • ....... ':. • ... " • :.'. I ' • • " , :.' :,:," ~ .. ~ ,~ • ~ •• 
th~ 'princIpal Yf!llue Qf ,the ,In~egral: ,"J In e(Juatlon , (4,8) _.;8' , the reaf " " "" 
• ~ . • .. ~r- .. • " , .' •••• ; ' . ' ',J • • • • . ' d ~. : • ' 
poll,tlve roota of th~ equa"on:~ .- ., ' :" 
e', , I, 
,, ' \ ' -. ~. " (~. 18) 
'," 
, , 




















• I' \ . I· ~ 
i . 
I 
, , , 
, 
, . ' ' 
: \' \ • of 
. Slnqio oquaUon (4. ~, I. ~,~~ . . ~alld : 10/ .. ;~' ~ POI~I;" ':he .';;"y/" ~ .. ; 
bO&Jndary. ,:taklng the. n~r~a~ ' dire~t.i~n~r~~,r~~~tI~e , of ~~}~ 'eq~a~IO~ .:(~. 8)1 '. '" ,'< ..", 
anCt .'Plying the' 'boundary oonditlon;' ~uatl~h ,(3.13)' ylelde , th'e f~ml~lng " , . 
, Ii . ' . J< " ' . ~ '. . \.'" 
. . . . .. . :'."- ," 
Integral, eq~a,tlon , for QJ " , , ' ". , 
'. ' 
, , ~' 
, '.~ , 
" 
.- I • \' :}' ! 
,' ~ 
, , 






















.. . ." .. - 15 -
•• • 4 
. ' . · a~ " 
. I ' 8G . -~ 1-7 Q,( t) -;-n (x. "l) ds - ~ In, <> ' 
sb' . .v. 1' .. n, . 1-1.·, .. 6. , 
(4. 14) 
The solution to the. boundary 'value ;troblen:-stated.I~ : chapter 
• 
rests on' tr~ determination of the~o~rc,\'~denslty . f~n~iIOJl . Q I 
governed by equation (1~ 14)< If this .ar "c~n.· be obt&lnejj. " therr: the 
, ' 
potential .1' ca~ "b'.!.~£alcUlale:ddl~ectIY ·!ro.", equation (1·6), . 
"". \ ' .. 
" 
,. 
From.' equation :(~, 14:) Ii can' be see.n that a . distinct ' advantage ,of.the ,I ' . 
, '. 'I . ' , ' ' \ . 
Q Integra'l ectuatton' formulation , over the lSpace-"dlscr&tlzatlon formulation,' such 
• • • I ~ • ;; " . . 
, . 
8S the flnlte:"dlffer~nce' or tll'llte ' ~e'ment method,' 'IS thaI the' sp~ce .,,- " 
' . , ~ • , . . ' ro t 
, dimension of' the problem I~ reduced by olie, 
rnt~gr81-'e~uatl~n . treatment see";"s" , partlculaey 
In the pr~8'enf work, the • 
suitable since physical' 
• • ~. A . 
quantlt!es 01 primary' Interest. such as wave height an'd fluid pre~sure. ar~ 
required; only on the body' boundary. ,Space-:-dlscretlzatlon techniques would 
' ~ppea" Ine~lclent and' w8stef~' 'slnce' they yiel~' ~asslve ~mountS ·tt Interl~'~" " 
, '. .., C,. • 0 " 
. data', that, are normally of minor use (291, • 
r ( . . . I ., .\ 
" <>. Th ') Integral-9q~atjon. (4. 14) may be solved numer.lca~IY .. b~gl~nln~ 
·'.Wlth the i artilloning of the body surfaoe ,Into N panels of area ·t.Sk (k=1-~ . .' . . ~ -' " . . . 
"'" . - ". ''''' , N). Since the source density function a, CJ=l •.. 7) In equations .' ~4. 6) 
4. -2 ... Solution 
and . (4. J 4) Is a con'Unuou8.well-betiaved lunctlon. then If the 80Urtie " 
.... den~lty. ' IS. a88umed " be ~u~lformIY distributed O~'~Ch , ,pan~I;" 't~e~e, .~' ,. 
j - 0·· ". " 
. Integrals may be apprd'xlmated by summations. ttierefor.~ ' equatlon~ (4.14). ': 
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. ,,0 ' 
apq - I Mr0cp ' t> da. P.q -l-N (4.16) ' 
ASq 
h~i~ , o.,x, ' has the phyal~al 'mehnlng' that ,I~t la' the Influence at the pth 
o. co~trol point (Wlthl" th~ pttl , panel) , . due to the unit density source' 
1, -. th th 
distribution on th" ~ pa"nel. (aJ) q Is the source density of the j 
th 
• (j=l.. •. ]) ~m~e·~ potential on the, q ' panel. 
, J 






, '. , 
, From ' equations ~ ... 15)-('t .. ,~). It Is noticed that once a"q and, {Jpq 
--~,-- , 
" 
are calculated from equations' (4. 16) '(4.18). then finding (Q,>q Is 
r8duced to a problem of sohring sets of N slmultaneo~8 linear algebralo 
, '~" " " equ~tlons of equation (4. 15')<: after that '.<eII,) p ' can be caloulated straight 
fOrWa'rdly from equation (4. 17>. 
/ . ',, " 
/ ' 
There are certain' dlnlcultles In the j ,actual computation, of Gpq and 
, \" 
IJpq• The n~merlcar schemes wUl be dlscua:sad In ct,ap~r ,6. 
4. S Solution of The Steady State Body ~otlon "I(t) 
OnC8 has been calculated by , the . I~rfaoe 
,dlsorei'zetlon technique , me~tion.d earlier. the coefficients Alk • BjI(' FJ• 
. . " 
" d.fln~ by'equatlons (3. 17>-q. 19) can be o~mputed In the "same way. , 
N 
F,·C"'/fAI).p E (.o+4Ir)q(n,)q'~ .'-' ••• 0 






























I I ~ 
,'. . . 
, , 
'"k·1, .. 6 




~ , , 
. ~. . 
S~.bstltutl~~.the '~~U) .. : \e ~"'Into equation (S. 20) ,. It b.ecomes .f 
U-,..2.(,AIi! • Mlirr .~ b,.J + ': !~~,.J) ~.' . ~i'. . 1, If ,. 1.-, , .6 (4: 22) 
, ~. p .UI 
'.' .', 
' ~h~ compl.~. ~~plltu~e ·'.'~f . . the !!,bPd~ ,.~Otlon ,~ can b'e obtained by SOIYln~, 
thls.:,sef~or·. equations . . ,,.' " \ :; .. 
· " 
. ' .~ '. 
~: ' .: . l 
• f \.. .. . ( 4 . r. 0 , 
· Th~ ··8ol~t'Q.n of .j :a~d rlj~t) . by u~~ng ·the. Integ~a.I~,qu~tlon Jormulatlon 
D • '" . I 1 • • , , r , ~ • 
:Bnd surface', 'discretization' technique "Is ,now c~mple\ed. 
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STEADY DRIFT FORCES' AND , MOMENTS \ 
,·5. 1 General de~crlptlon 
.n the first paragraph of chap been 'mentioned '!that when 
,. 
a .1;08t1ng, body Is exposed to an Incident wave syste.m •• It has a 'tendency 
. 
,to ',drlJt 'away, In the direction of wave propagation and to change Its 
, " : ' , 
.. orlent41ion In the horlzontai plane: and yet In chapter S. the steady state 
" r. r " : ~ , ' . • ' : . ' . ; : • .' . 
, ,bod~~riiotlon~ which ,IS obViously without drift phenomenon wa, computed. 
, 'A~''; ~.pian8t1on of this apparen~ .nconalstencY la necessarY. 
, ' 
.n equation '(2. n. the exact equation of, motion (which may be 
" 
,. regarded as the' dynamic body. surfa~e boundary condition of .>. It has 
. been assumed that ' tht;externai' foroe" . CF.> I' Is· Just, equal to the 
summation of all s~o~ or ~lgher order f1~ld force' acting on the body • 
. ' ... 
ao,that equatlon- (3.~) was Oblalned.,/'he,e,ore. the steady component of 
force r8<l'l'red 'to maintain the body's . mean position 
" unc~anSl~d" ,!,hlle the body undergoes an OSCillatory mo~lon. Here. 
. ! 
the~efore. the stelldy 'drift for08s (and moments) mean the foroes equal to 
'\ ! . 
'the st~ady 'components of ( F.) J but With, op~oslte sign. In other words. It 
. ' 
:,' . Is ,the cC?nstant part 01 all higher order flu~d foroes. acting:' on the body 
jwhlle It undergoes an o.~lIIatory m~tlon without drifting. ~ 
~ .. 
a fr.ely' floating bo~y or fixed obJeot II exposed to r.gular 
.. 
• < 
















Incident waves. the second order force contains a constant part .t.nd a 
part which oaclllatea with twice the frequency of the Incident wave. In tlle 
pre~ent work. only the constant part I. e; the steady component Is 
I 
considered. Gerrltama (8)( 1971> has s~own elCpe~'mentaIlY that ~hls 
constant force Is' proportional to the square of the wave height as the 
theory predicted. However according to the testa done by Clauss. Sukan. 
and Schen.ln (81 (198.2~. lhese drift forces are not proportional to the . wave 
amplitude squared but they are proportional to some power greater than 
two particularly for waves with i,perlods In the vicinity of the '. natural pilch 
period. 
Another Interesting questl0r:' Is. how large ' Is the difference between 
this wave drift force (without drifting motion) compared to. that whll~ the 
floating body undergoes d,rlftlng motion? Since these higher order forces 
are llenerally too small to Influence · the first . order motion • o,ne might 
'. 
expect that the difference Is usually small provided· , that the drifting 
velocity. which also depends on the viscous drag for~e. I~ small. Also It 
Is worth mentioning ' here 'tha~ In ' head seas the -sman- higher orderforcea 
are not the sum of small contributions with the same sign but rather the 
difference between large contributions from the for. and aft body each of 
" whloh m!J.Y be conslderably .• larger than the total [281.: 
. f~ 
', 5.2 ' Formulation of , steady horizontal drift forcell and vertical drift moment 
The steady horizontal drift foroes and vertical moment can be 
; .. 












"(Md>Z - < I P CrXJf>z·da,. 
8b et) 
-20- , 
where the < > sign denotes the time average... over one period. 
(S,2) 
(/ - 1.2) denotes the drift force' In x and y directions. (Md) z Is the drift 
moment about the z-axis. P Is the hydrodynamic., pressure. -; Is the 
pOSition· vector of the ~me-dependent wened s~rface. 
denotes the unit normal vecto; of Sa,(t) • For the s~ke of convenience. 
I!' I ' 
here, we take if '0 be positive when It points Into thei,,' body. I. e. outwar~ 
\ 
from th.e fluid domain. 
When equations (5.1> (5.2) ,.re used )0 calculate the drift forces 
and moment (this Is generally , known as' the "near field" approach). the, 




t~ken \I~to account. rha't makes this approach more c~mpllcated (3](26). 
\ 
Newman related these expressions. by using the prinCiple of conservation' 
_ of ,momentum. to the so called ·far field" eKpresslon. from which. these 
rorce~ and moments can be evaluated ' on some cylindrical control surface. 
thus avoiding the. necessity to de.ermlne - some second-order disturbances 
In the near field. , . 
\ 
\ 
let us consider the \ control volume. 0'. of the fluid domain. which Is 
) 
, bounded by the body surface SbC t). the free surface Sr' the sea , bed Sti 
. ' 
and a chosen fixed cO,ntrol surface at Infinity ' ~iD' The time rate ·of change 
t 
ot linear momentum' of fluid In 0' Is 
~1· ! I pV,d'l 
o 
'. p I ',~J d'I: pI V,U"nltd,,. /."-1.2.3 
























where S - Sb(t) + SCD + Sf + Sh' . LJ 0-1, 2'(~) Is the linear momentum In 
I(.Y.% directions. V, Is the flu'd veloolty vect~r. Uk Is the velocity vector~; 
the corresponding surfaoe. nlc Is the ·outward· (from 0) unit normal vector ~ 
of S. 
By using Eulers's equation of motion for fluid particles. I. e. 
(5.4) 
, . 
• : 'IJV IJV I' substitute equation (5.4) Into (5. 3) 10 eliminate 7 and notice that ~ 
I' 
\. 
i , . 
I 
.. Q k-l. 2. 3. one obtains 
'. '" 
--f (Pip + (JK3) n,d~ -p f V, (Vknk",ukn~ da 
815' 





where Vn Is the normal velocity component of fluid particles on S. Un Is 
. tha normal va,locity compo".nt of the .surface 8. 
~ 
Since the hydrostatic tarm l (J Jt3 n, da • J (I 831 dv; (aU Is th •• 
• . 8 0,.. 
Kr08"aoker delta)~' has no contribution In x and y dlreotlons .. than. ·If only 
drift forca~ In~ the horizontal plane are cO'1sldered. equation (5. 5) can be 














P ~~. V . U S Un· n' on , 
. 
n-(O.o.ns)' vn-un-o. on Sh 
(5.7) 
Un· O. on S ... 
to equation «5. '6). It becomes: 
(5.8) 
Sinoe there should · be .110 net Increase of linear momentum In 0 over 
one period of harmonlo motion. taking the time average of equatloh (~. 8) -
o:'8r one period. -one then obtalns the far field expression for drift for.ces 
In the horizontal plane: 
P n, d~) .. - 0( f (P n, + p V, Vnl d~ ) 
Sal . 
(5.9) . 
The merh of the tar field expression Is evident. since the . ,shape of 
I ' • ~ 
,-fe flJicedoontrol SUrfac~1lO can ~e chosen as dealred\ When this surface 
liS ohosen to be ~yertloal cylindrical surface of large radius r eKtendlng 
/ from tho fr •• O.rlICO d_n to • ~ -Ii. cyllnd~cll polar coordln.,. Cr ..... , 
/ are used with If - r co" e. y., a/n e: V, and Ve are the radial and 
i 
tangentl.' velocity componental the drift foroes can then be 8xpre8~ed as: 
C F'; • • - c f [P eGa e ... p V, ( V, eGa e - V 8 aln ~) J , de dZ ) 
.. 8' • 
.. 
CF';,· - c I (paln"e +-pV, (V;·.,n.e+v.C0,,8>J ,dedI> 
8a1 . 
:'The far-field •• pro,lon tor the vertical ,drift ,,"oment oan· be 
<5.10) 











particles In D. then the time rate of change of this angular momentum ,In 
,0 Is: 
.' dA d ~ .p-' I (xxv> dv dt <It 
o 
I .!:!i. f .p fS,jkX. '4lt dV+p fS,,,,X,VkU,,da 
o ". s 
1.I.k·' ... 3 (5.11) 
where . tflJk Is the permutation symboJ ,~ Again using Euler's equation ,of 
motion and continuity equation In equation (5. 11). It becomes: 
I 
. ". . 
- - p f cbfa (.'1*11, (PIp" g 113> dv 
o . ' 
IJ 
-pI IJXp (tf/JcXjVkVpHr., 
.0 




for the flrat term on the right hand aide of equation (5.12). we have used 
"" . . thO~laot ,that . :... (.//l lt,) - ~//l :: • tf/~ 0llc • 0 . 4f 
By ualng the divergence theorem. equation (5. i2) can be written 
I 
as: 
. ~. t " \ 
.... 



























,+pI .,Jlc X, V/fUn ds .1.J.Ic.r-.1.2.S 
s 
0.1. ... .. (5. l3) 
---- Since flllk VJ,vk'- O. !he thl~d: term on ' the right han'ci side of equation 
(5, 18) .anlaKea ,'hen equation t 18)' beoomes:, ' .- \, 
'dA , , ' \ ' ' 7-. - ,p I .,JIc"'l ( .Plp + Q X3 ) 'n"d&· 
. 8' , , . \ ,,( ' 
~ \ " ... 
-pI fJ/JIc x, v" ( "-" - Un' ) ds 1./. If,,- 1; 2. a 




if only the ~enlcal angular mo~entum, i. e .. As. ,Is considered In 
' \ . . 
. 'equation (5.14). sinc~ the, Integral r fI,,,,X,'X; n"dS' · I fI/,,, ( X3 alA"'~' alc3') dv 
, . • 0 










-:., Employing the '.Iatlon~ ~1I1t, nA • 0 ~" the CYlln~rlCal surrce SID' 
and aU,batltutlng the boundl.ry COndl!IOna of equation (5. '7) , for S, one has: 
. . . t, 
, 
----------_._,-.- -" .... _-_.-






















Using cY}lndrlcal coordinates on , the right hand &!de of equation 
(5. ,17>. one has the far-field expression for stlJady vertical moment: 
(M;z--p<J vrv9~dedZ) 
SID 
, (5. 18) 
1 \ ' 
Using the expressions of equation (3:,9) (3 ; 10) C4.6) and the 
asymptotic expansion of the r Green's function (4.7) • the far field 
,expression for the first order potential Is: 
i 
, 
.if... cosh kCz"h> . • eHIue co.lJ+tc, IIInfJ.-.~) 
.... - ' w" cosh kh 
, 
, + T(e) .'T'(e)oo&h (kCz+h») • .,lTr.e"lr-wf) (5.19) 
where ne) and T'(e) are real functions of e. and .ne> .elT(~~ Is given by: 
. 2 2 
t 1T'(6) 2". (v -" ) -1",/4 ' Tee) •• • rh _ iJ2h + v -/2/ (iiIi) ·e 
I ' ' , 
. OJ (Qa) coah (J( C + h)l' .• -1CA:(COI9+A1')..,e)} dB 
;8b ~, , 4 
where 'Q(i) Is the ;'toial sO'brce- t'enslty: 






It can ,be shown (20] that the' error as,soelated :wlth the approximate 
far field potential In equation (5. 19) l iS sman when i, I. I.rg __ ~ ' It Is of 
, 
" 1 8 
























Vr - Ae 
,. . [Tree -/101') 
(5.22) 
Ve-Ae 
1 8. -/wt [, 8~·e } 
and equation . (5. 19) Into equations (5. 10> and (5. 18), If only 
contributions up to secood' order terms of • are retained. then equatIons ; , 
(5.10). (5. 18) can be written In terms of th~ first order far field potential; 
...) 
(Fd > .. - • 
p we. 1 . Ifft ' 
,- 2 sinh Ifh i~ (4" sin" 211h +;2) . 2T( 13) .OOS(T(~) + 1f~ 41·00" 13 
~ 1 I<h'277 -
- 2 (4's/oft 211" + T) " $ , ~(e) ·coa sds (5: 28) 
" " , 0 ' 
(Fd ),· . 
p w C. ' 1 . , I<ft 
-"2 sinh Jrh i2irli ('4 sinh ~Ir" + 2) . 2T< IJ~ • CoaIT( P) + fT/41'81n IJ 
277 




, alnh 2Ifh " ., pwC. ' , ' (Md ) Z - ( ~ + '2) .( - alnft Ifh ·l~1i· T'(fJ) ·aln (T(13) + If''') 
pw(, 0 .", · 
- IIlnh Zh ·i~·'T·(P) ~ T(I) ·COot ['T(P) + rr/4] 
2n' ...w 
- ~ . J -r2(S) '.T~(e) de) 
o . 
(5. 2~) 
. cIT d"T 
where r(J3) , ( T'(I3) » ~s Interpreted as de ( de ) evaluated at e=13. 
The working kirmula. ('5. ~S) -(5. 25) enab'e us to evaluate the ~ 
horizontal drift forces and vertical moment, :he detail of the derivation ' Is ~" 
'rather complicated and lengthy. It can be found In (4). and hence I.·. . ." \ 
omitted her •• Only a brief outline II given as below: ! 
~t1 
.1. , In equation (5 •.. 18), :the first term on the rlght'hand .Ide Is the 









the potential due to the presence of the body (I. e. 47 + ~J' j=1." 6) . 
This equation oan be written as ~ ... CPo'+ 4»t,. Substitute this representation. 
i 
by using the relationship of equatlon (5. 22'-"'. Into equation (5. 10) and'~ 
. ,t 
equation (5. 16>. the result will Involve terms. which are quadratic In CPo 
and lilt, ,separately. pl,:,s terms Involving products of 4to and ~. The 
contribution from ~o alone must vanish since there can be no force or 
moment assoolated with the undisturbed Inoldent wave syatem. Thus only 
(. the cross product terms and terms which are quadratlc In· cIIt, need to be 
. considered. 
2. The Integrals In equation (~. 10) and (5.18) Involving ".r can be 
e'Y41uated . by the method of stationary phasa. after takl~g the limit r ~m. 
one arrives at the expression In which no r Is Involved. 
3. 
equation (5.21), then equations (5.23)-(5.25) 'give the drlft forces and 
moments of a fixed object. 
~., The -KoQhln1s function" '!(8) elT(~ ·'deflned by equation. (5.20) 
can be' calculated numerloally b,~' the same surfaoe dlsoretlzatlon technique 
r. 
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Chapter 8 
NUMERICAL PROGRAM'MING 'SCHEMES 
. J 
, . 
-A computer ~rogram has been set up to ~·calculat. the motions. 
. . 
horizontal . drift force~ and vertical moment. In order to reduce computer 
I · , .' ; '. 
cpu , time. this program Is especially designed lor' C?cean . structures with • at 
least one plane (say x-z plane). 'of symmetry. Generally, this restrlctl~n 'is-" 
-.-
'satlsfled In ' most' ocean engIneering applications. 
, , . 
• . , 4 • 
Num,rlcal' schemes ' used .. 
, . 
'n ' this program are discussed In the fOI!o'wlng sec.tlo~: 
6.1 Body. surlace .panel 
~ 
It has been mentioned In. section 4. 2 that : ~he 
;.~ I • ~' 
In~e9'r81;'equatlo;, 
' . t ' ~ . . 








)0 ; . 
\. ', 
1 , 







; i • 
body 'surface Into N panels . . As far a. the surface panel'ls concerned, It .' , .. 
.. • • "', ,; 'i 
should be emphasIzed that the shape of the panel II ,not Impo~n.t.. . The' 
Important thIng : la" ,that the ,'panel should haYe the ar~ ASk' ;th~ control 
• porn.t. and lhe norm.~ .,ector of eaph pa,nel as close to ,the real ' body 
. . ~ 
Burface ~a p~salbl~. , It 's WO~h ' ·qU~tt~g. ~ •• s and Smlth'~l ,U · .r ·~hOUld 1I ,:t' 
, be kept In ~~ that t~e elem~nt. a~e , al~ply device. 'for obt~.lnlng ~hf!' 
, surfaoe source distribution and that the poryhedral-type body ,has nc, direct .' 
t • J . 
\ '.. " . ~ .. : 
physIcal , algnmoance. In the sanae ·that the flow eyentua,lty oaloulated 's'not 
• 0' . ' 0 
the flow ~bout the polyhedral-type body. : ,Ev8n . If .the edg •• of adjacent . 
,,' 



















'. ~ . 
. . ~ . . 
, ' 






there Is, flow through'lt -, 'Further more. Garrison (5)ha~ showi1th~i when ' 
, , _ ' _"' , t 
a curv~d surlace Is appr:oxlmated by plane elem,nta. ' an ,error 'of the 'order 
. I' t ., . 
of the surface ,curvature may be' expected to r~sul,t, 'These ,concepts ~re 
• • • ,. • 'II . ~ • ~ .. 
Important ,when one use~ the surfacs' discretization . technique: It'In'dicaie8 
, , , 
that th,e body boundary; conditions .. ar~ guara:n~8ed~to b'; ~~tJ~ried oniy at a , 
, certain ' control pOint In each pa.nttl. , Also since 'ttlere . Is "Inlt!~f. e~r-~ d,ue , 








j t~ ' J.e~ cuNat're ' .of the' s~rf~e. ' ce~l~ ' :mo~e,- .a~cu;ate~ ' c~m:pu~~~ 'u~~ '" p. 




. . ' . . ,. ' ' : . '. 




' In :, thls program. ,the t~lanlJ'ular , panel', •• ' uselt 'for a ~lm'pIY c~nri~cie~ 
" .' , 
'Smooth , body surface, ~for example ' a ,' sh,lp): , • The,~ trlan9ul~~ sha,~~ 
~ . ~ . . .' - " " . 
panel. are , generated systematically fro," thet. given -shl~offse.s· •. : and: thit \ 
~'antrold ' , ~f' \ ;~Ch " p~~el : la ' ~k~n " •• ,', ~e ' , ~onirol: ' ;olnt." , • Th~" reaaon :' fO; 
. . 'f. . .. . ' . . t ! , ,"';;'-" '; ' ,: , : • • ' . . ~ 
. . ~ . 













~Slng the trlangul,r ' aha~~ panel Is "that I~ , ,nor,,-' ~e~~o~.,' cen~rol~ and 
ar~a ca~ be determined ~nlquely b~t) tbr~e adjacent 1;;,Sefl, pOI~ta, ' , I ~ 
. I , it . :: . ! 'l, ' " 
. . ~ . 
4 ". . " . ,,' 1,.1 
6.2 Evaluation of the Green', function' and ita d rivativti' , 
, . 
" ' " , ' ~ , , , 
1, (!omparlng ;,he integral a~~ S-:,rl.I (o~~ri f. the O;een's, f~~ctlori: 
, . .. , • .~. - 0 
equall0~a (4. 7> ~nd ( .... 8). ge~er~y sP6ak,'ng': ' lhe •• e.rl~for~..!iaa better' 
conver~erice' propertl~s ttfanthat ' of the "ntegral ~orm; · ~Inc,e the modlfled 
8easal's ' funcUon Ko decays :~uch falter itta.n, J~ •• ~~c~ when r,/II, amall. 
' 0) • ," .. 
where Ko ,.~d alao Y ~ ar" not .. well-t"'ha~ed numarlcally. 
• ' .,' ," , '!) '1 t . I ' " , • :'. .... • , ' • .,. 
~' - ... 
• T~~· 'nUmb8J' of terma needed.ln · ... qua~lon (4.8) ' d~p.nda: 'on' the' rate 
.' 
of' 'decay of Ko'''J r!k '. Wh.n' "i r\' Ii , ,.rge' ' , 
, ' 
, ~ . ' ) 
",,. 
~ .. ' 
- . , • • ~ ~ J • , \ ,. 
• Pi' ' • ' Q " OJ , ' 
. \'~nd ,lh.-' Jth, P~~ltlve roor Of"'eqUauon '(4. l'S; ', "J' . ..t.' : ih '~e ' 'f'a~g~ ',',' 








• e ' '. f i .. 
, 
" , , 
' ~ 
" '~11 . 
", 
_~ ___ "'l • ____ ...;,' __ .JL_: ...... · ... Q._:.:_:-... _ 











C/.- 112) '" < I£Jh < '''' 
or 
(I - 1/2) '" r'I," < "I r' < I ,;. r'I/:I ' 
Usua~. one may terminate ' the serl,~S <a,roU,,!d -P, r·· 5, In' tHe pre'sent 
work. we ter~I,na~e the' , aeries ,.r' p; r' - , 10. Sl":oe t~e derIY"tlV~' of , G ~as 
the 'form- of 0 K, C", r;) ~ which converg,es ' slower tt,an Ko(I'J r') henc~ the 
'" • • t '.' ' C) 
- number of terlM needed In equation ( 4. 8) Is , determined by: ' -
JINX - 2 + 10.hIC", r') , , (6.1) 
, i 
," . 
, ," I 
, , 
In· the program a maximum or ~""Jt. "iO~Q ,Is allowed.. "fhe Integral 
" ~ ~ . . 
for,'" ~ used Wheneye~ Jmu ~ 1000. _The P~slt~ye rools of equation (4. '3) 
are calculated by using ' the, Half-Range method . 
.. . 
2 Whenever' the Integral form of -G Is ulled. notice that -the Integral' 
?'qUatlon 74.]) ' decays' a~", elt(z+() when It' ' Is large. hence. In " '~he 
.' ! ~ If" " ~_~ __ ~. 
program. thls ' lntegration Is : terminated .at " 
,.,.",.. - - 1 0 I (z +() (6.2)' 
The most troublesome thing In ', the I n,tagr.al form Is the evaluation of 
the principal value of the Integral. ' since the Integrand becomes singular at 
, . . 




then Ihe third tarm on the right-hand aide of e~uatlon (,4.1) oan be 





























, . ~ . 
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ell 2t ell 
~ J FCp) dp.· P~ J F(", ~P" PV J F(.,,> d" . 
. 0 0 211 
+t CD 
• PV I F(p.. + If) dp.." f "F(P) dp. (6.4) 
-Ie 21e 
In equaUon (6.4), the ,Ingulartty has been S~ltd to the potntill-O. 
If the Integrand ' of the flrat,. Integr~1 on ' the right-hand aide of equatton 
(6 .. 4) Is ,decompoSed tnto an even funCtl~ hd an ' odd function of.".. t. e .. 
't , ~ 
, . 
F(1i +") ~ F .(pl + F 0(11) 
.,where ... l~,' .. ,< 
. ,. 
'F (,i> - 112 [F(" + k) + F(- p. + k)) .. , 
r 
then equation ' (8. 4) becomes 
~ . 
" ' \, 
- CD ' "+" +A . CD 
PV J F(")~V ;. f. F.(p..) d,," PV J Foe,,). d,," PV I F(,,> dp. 
o . '-Ie' -Ie '. ~Ie 
+A CD . ' L . ~/" 
;;. Pv"1 2 'F.(")'dp..,,, I F(,,) d,," ( / 
o 21e 
+Ir " • 
. (6.8) 
'-\~[FC"'+") +FC-"folr) Jdp.+ J FCp.) dp., (6 7) 
) In"a~lng·a. oquallon u,.ll"~ lact "'a' PV IF.("'d~. G.? " 
that the In.eo)-~nd IF(,,+A') "F(~,,'+'dl should be nn~~ .t.,,~~ ha~e been 
UI8d: ~ {Ih~ _II-boh_ a.alytloal fOrm:: 01 [P.(~ • t) • F( - ,:. kll I. 























f I J 
.. 
GD 
PV ~ . Fe~l dp, 0. Ollr '1I,Fep"") 





+FC-I!+k»)".O.OU + J [Fe" .. ,,)· , 
o.ou 
.. C6.8) 
The numerical Integration In equation (6.8) Is carried out In a way 
similar to that of the Simpson's Integration method. ,but the Gaussian's 16-
point formula w~s used In e!lch subinterval. Numerical experiment shows 
' ; .... 
that this ':technlque converges muoh faster. than. sfm,.pllon's met~o~. 
~ 
The lumrriatlon In the series form of Green's function Is carried out 
" In reverse order. so that possible truncation error can be , minimized. 
Some yalues of the Green's function were checked by the .erl~8 form ' and 
• 
the Integral form' simultaneously. , They ' agree up to at least three digits. 
As was mentioned, above the series "arm of Green's function Is used 
-when J",.. (1000. otherwise the Integral fOfm Is used. ' This -two-path-
I 
/:CrlterIOn for ChoO,slng the Green's , function doe: not work well , In the 
following cases: 
, 
A ~hen J IDU <1000. but k-O. Yo~kr') In equation (4',8) might 
~umerloally oyerflow. hence. In the program. the Integral form of Green's 
function Is again used when- kr' cO. 01. This path Is actually not 
. neoellarY In general praotlcal applloatlons since the motion and drift 
forcea for .wtreme long waves are trivial. 
• 
, 
.' B 81noe the Gr •• n'. funetlen e)Cpr.lllon', for tht! Infinite water depth 
I \ • 
case hal not been I orp.rated In ·the pregram. In d •• p wa'.r o .. e (I ••• 
. ' I 
, h -.) , that J,.... ,' '000 always. In this 0.1.: a lultable 
" 

















~ - ,.- ........ 
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.. 
choIce of h, to approxImate the Inflnlt~ water depth case, Is necessary. In 
order to make the program work more efficiently. 
6.3 Evaluatlon of Gpq and I3pq 
Most cpo time Is raken up In the evaluaUon at the matrIces a"q _ and 
• IJpq defined In equaUon (4.HU and (4.18), for P_~. ,,," and I3pq 
~ , repreHnt the Influence at the , pttl control point (centroid of the pth panel? 
,-
'. 
. .' th ' 
by the source distribution on the q panel. We assume the distributed 
source on the qtt'l panel -I~ concentrated at the qth control point (centr~ld 
I I " 
of ~~e q~ panel>:' In this oase'«pq and I3pq oan be approximated ,as: 
, . 
" . 
when p~:q (6,9) 




for p. q. I. e. the Influence at the pth control point · ,by tho souroe 
• ' It' - . 
distribution on Ita own panel. the apprOximate method. mentioned above can 
"". 
not be ~,s8d. Therefore.. the analytical expression for a,q and I3pq 
according to equatio,n (4.18) and (4,18) Is needed. If the panel size Is 
small;t the prodomlna~t. contribution to «pq and "pq when' p • q: comos from 
the ·souroe part-. lIA. of the" Green's function,' hence equations (4. · UI> 
and (4. 18) can tMflapproxlmated 81 
, 
. . I e 1 
Gpq - "inA (ip ' 1> 0. 
. M q 
- -1 






. The analytical e)Cpr .... lon for 'equation" (6. 11) oan be obtained aa the 
- . - . 1In'1I,tlng Oal. when the field poInt. ... approaah •• "p along the normal 










'" ~ - - 2 11' when p - q (6,13) • 
., f 
J 
Ii Is worth noticing that thye~presslon for «pq In equation (6.13) Is 
/ Independent of the shape of the panel, On the other hand. 'the analytical 
form for tJpq• (I'. - q) Is more lengthy. since It Aepends 0" the pane.1 
ehape. N8~ertheless. If one 'replaces the panel by, a circular disk.. (we 
....... 
'" ' " \ ' 
,. call It tlie -equivalent dlsk-) with th~e same area. then one ' has: , 
"\ ' 
when ' p -q . 
Inlh:~ ... 
(6.14) 
(Jpq and IJpq are evaluated by: Summarizing. 
(6.16) 
(6. 16) 
It should be emphasized that most authors. !". g. (41 J51 (121. have 
" 
• 
used some othier "Priore accurate- formula to evaluate tJpq when p. q. 
,"4/Il(tr than us'ng ~quatlon (6. 14>' . . It does not appear to be ,necessary. ' 
Using these -~ore accurate- formu!aa does not n8Oes8.rlly lead to a more 
preolse result since theoretically. one may ,uae panela of arbitrary shape 
as long 'as the dillance from the boundarY of. the panel to '. Ita oontrol point 
• t 
la small~' O~e thlnlil for ~? ·Is that usfng those. shape depen~.nt f~rmu~as 
takes more Computing ~e. , ,' .".. 
ThiS ~.qulval.nt , dlak~ teohnlqu' Is 'not new and we aotually have' u •• d 
---'---~ , . , 
' It unoonsOIOUSIy," 81nce when, oomp~t1nQ ~ and "pq' for p II q. one 
anum.s that the louro. dl.trlb~tI~)n : In ,the: qth panel Is oono.entrat.d at the, 
qlt1 oontr~' "';Int. this I. eqUI".I.'''t" to •• ylng 'that one shrank the ' ~th panel 
, 
























Garrison [30] has pointed out that the value of IJpq when (p. q) 
changed slgnlflCan)ly with the ,change of aspect ratio of a rectan,gular 
panel. It Is therefo~e expected that ttie values dfIJpq for a triangular panel 
and an ·equlvalent disk· might have.l ·Iarge dlHerence"" but this "large 
dlffttrence" does not mean that It· will Induce a "la'1ge error" In the whore 
computation, since, 'It doesn't make sen,se to compare two approximation 
schemes ·Iocally" wh!le not knowing the ·exapt value". Computed examples 
88 will be seen In chapter 7. Indicate that this technique works quite well. 
\ ~ , 
• 
• 6 , " Properties of opq due to the'symmetry of the body geometry 
As was mentioned earlier. this program requires the body geometry 
to be symmetric with respect to the lC-Z plane. If the total number of the' 
panels of the body Is N. e9uatlon (4 . .15) "Indlcat,es that ' one has to 
, 
compute' a N)CN complex matrix Inversion, Taking adva,ntage of the 
symmetric body geometry one only' needs to Invert two (N/2)CN/2) complex 
matrices, The scheme used In the program Is Illustratedih the folloWing 
example. 
, 
.. Let" Q' denote anvO, q-1-7). b denote the corresponding boundary 
value of the right-hand side o~quat.'on (4.15), then/ ~~uatlon (4,15) can 
be rewr'"e" as 
(6.17) 
For the sake of convenl,ence. I,t us· take the total panel / number 
// of 
N .. 4. and let the panel IndlCe' 1 and 2 be on on. sld.',/ the Indices 8 
, , . 
and " on the opposite symmetrlo Ilde" as IhOwn In figure (2), then 
equation (6. 11) becomes 
" II 
• 









... , .... : ........ J 0, b, 
~, CIzz I ~ , Clz4 Q2 b2 ' , 
-----1--___ 
-CIs, ~lQ3s ~ 03 b3 
a4, a 42 1 (143 <144 0 .... b .. • 
(6,18) .. 
after partitioning. equation (6. 18) can be written· as: 
(6,19) 
where 
'Citl - (~~ ::1 r Ci'l - r:;: ::1 eta ... 
0. . ·(~l' ~'-~] (6.20) 
.. 
t, ~ • "(~J ( ~~ .r::f 
• 
Due to the, symmetry 0' the body. It can be shcNn that 
.. 
(e. 21.) 
Furthermore. If the boundary values, are also aymmetrlowlth. respect, 
,r . 
/ ' to x-z: pla.n •• I. e. "61-~" then It can be shown tha! 'Cw -~. Similarly. If , 
/,/ the bo~.~da: valu •• are antllymmetrlc with respeqt to x-z: plane. I. e. 
/ " 1S,. -Wz: ,one will have Oi· -~. Therefor.. summarizing. ,.equatlon 
. 
," 
, . , 
(8. 18) can be rewritten In two specl., ,cas •• : , 
IF ''5', -1a then ~ '. t\t 
IF li, ~ -Wz then , a. --~ 
and lin - i,aI ca.) • (0,) 
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In equation C4. 15). since the boundary values n, a;'~ symmetric when 
1=1.3.5 and are antlsymmetrlc wben )==2.4.6 • If one'spllts the boundary 
. . 
e.. ..' value of J=7. I. e. -.:.;:-. Into symmetric ana antlsym~etrlc parts. then.' 
- , tllstng t~e sCheie ~lIustrated above. Qj CJ=L .. 7) can be obtained by-' 
solving two N/2><N/2 complex matrix, Inversions and eight t:natrlK product, 
. .//" ".,. 
operations. 
, Ullng a atmllar scheme. the amount of computation can be further 
'reduced ,If the body geometry has two planes 
, " 
. 




of ~y!"m,,- S;Y x-z plan'e 
taken ~f\!,IS '":'In the present 
, 6.5 Properties of elements of a"q and IJpq 
• 
, 
Oenerally speaking. elem'!nts In Clpq ,and IJpq have neither symmetric t 
nor antlsymmetrtc properties. -yet fQmepropertlea ,of the Green's function 
• 
are , rather well:behaved. by which the computation time of·ex"., and IJpq 
can be reduced ' by almost one half., Using the typical fcur-panel 
, -partitioning as an elC8mpl.. figure , (2). these properties, are outlined In the 
following: 
1 GCp.q) -OCq.p) p.q - 1-4 
2 p.q - 1-4 
,,0 '0 7YCP •q ) - - Ity (q.p) 
3 
,. " 


















.. J ( 
... 
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The property 3 can be written as 
80 ~G •. . '. 
IJn .Cp,q') -~~'lq~: . ( , .... 




where p and p' (als~ q and' q') 41ent)te two corresponding symmetric p~nel 
Indices on either side of the x-z plane, e. g. If P - 1 then p' - 3, If q- 2 
then q' - 4. 
....;i \ 
Properties 1 and 2 are due. to 'the Green's function Itself. . Property 3 
. '..,. 
"" .... 
Is due to the symmetry · of the ~Ody'(~s~prop~rty' ha~ 
obtaining equatlons (6.22) and (6.23) J '" , 
been U88~ In ,_. 
'\ 
. ' 
6. 6 Complex mairlx Inversion 
• 
\ 
The complex .equatlon (4J.15) can be 
a."q Qq - bp 
Splitting the complex variables .. Into 
has: 
... 
. ( Kpq + I ypq ) . ( Aq + I Sq)'''; ( cp + I dp ) 
• where 
b - (c + I d .) p p p 
~ro; equation (8. 24), onl! hal: 
', Kpq Aq - Y,q Sq - cp 
written In the form 

















, In the program. the solullons for Rq and Sq of equation are 
obtained by the m8th~d of Gaussian elimination. 
• 
6.7 Miscellaneous -c~ 
, In' the program. ' the , r~storlng ,c;:oefflclents 0jk' defln9d In • 
, 
equation (3.2.>. are calculated. by the fOllowing relationships: > 
~' . ! : , 
\ 
I x d5 ~ - 'f x nz dl! , 
Afllp " • 8b . '" 
I x2 da - -"J JC2 nz da 
A' 8 ' fliP b 
(6.27> ---
f l da - ~ J l nz dB 









,the ,surface Integrals In equation (~. 27> are. approlCtmated by , the 8ame, 
, 
2 Consider the Green's fu!,!otlon In equation (4.7). when the water 
depth h ' Is large. the ,Integrand' \ 
~ ': . 
~ . ' #.8/n", QlhFf,C08h (ph) 
might numerically 'oyerfl~w ' due to the valu. of the \hype~bol~O function" thl. ' 
term can be r.pl.~.d by 
" \ 
, 0.5 .1'(1+()Cl +.-21"(+"')(1 ... -2"(1,+11') 
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hhe expression (6.29) Is well-behaved In water of any depth, In the 
program. , all ,e.pre.slons with similar properties to (6.28) are 'treated In a " 
- \ 
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,RESULTS OF COMPUTED ~MPLES 
. ,\ .The ~otlons and dr'ft .. forces' of two' typical. floating boalea'. a 
hemlspriere and a rectangular, ,~ox • were computed, to check the validity 
• 4-
and accuracy ,of Jhe ,."~merlcal process. Comparisons with publ~shed data 
are made. I L , 
1 
7. 1 General description 
- , 
1 . The particulars" of the hemisphere are given In Table (1). the 
computed results are' given In figures (3) - (9)' 128 triangular panels were 
used In this computaUoh. 
.. 
2. The partlc~lar' of the rectangular, ,bOX are given In Table (2). _.I 
The computed r~sult8 are given In figures' (10)-,(22) .• In this case. since 
.. 
It Is rather clumsy ' to use ~Ian~ul,r, s~.p. panels. recfangular , shap~d 
panels were u.,;' 72': panels were UMd I.n 'thls comp.~tatJon. except when 
' calculat!ng the drift 'orce and ,moment at various heading angles. where 84 
.... . 




gives non-zero <though small) yC1le;'1 drift· ";oment at 45 degree. 
,~~~~~~~==~~~~_A __ ~ __ ,._ heading. ,Tnls made tne drift moment curve look aWkWard. ;/-
, • 
8. All the computed valu., are Indicated by small trlangl.. .In 
figures (8) -:( 22). The ,SOlid line Is the spline curve fitting results . 
. ' 
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4. 
, , ttl 
Actor~lng to conventfon. ' the phase angle of the body motions 
and wave exciting forces presented here. are ' with respect to the f~ee 
~ 
surface elevation. due to the Inoldent wave. at the 0 Igln \ of the coordinate, 
system. For example. ·the linearized free surf oe ~levatiOn at the 
origin. <denoted 'by (0)' ,due to the Incident 'Nave Is: \ ' 
" / 1 a - ~ t (f) • --, - [4» e f\1t) /0 Q al ,0 ' Jr,1,Z-O 
using the, eICpresslon of equation ('3-. 10> In eq,uatlon 7. 1) w\\ have 
• \ - If F II -kIJI Is the compJelC wave 
I , .-
8F ., of .thls exciting force with, resp~ct ~o ,'oct) 18 ca!cu \ted by 




whert~ Arg'C F) Is the , principal , argument Qf· , F. SF) 0 re,an8 the &;Cllln9 
force ·'eacas• 'oW. \ 
\~~ ~ Comparison with pub',lshed, data 
.1* \ 
Figures , (3);< 22) ~how the comp_uted ' r~suIIs. PUbl~Sh~d data taken 
from Garrison's paper [5J [6L and Faltlnsen's paper [itJ a~e reproduced in 
Appendix A. they are" taken as a comparison base. 
, . 
~Impllclty. wa use the same/ non-dlmenslona' units 88 
,,/ , 
,/ 
r, the, sake of 
se used In the , 
respective 'papers: and the results of , comparison are put In the following 
tabul.r , form: 
" \ 
! I " 
, ' 
( , 
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SUqe Ibtfon an4 Pbiure .... : P1q. ('A-4) 
, . "". . ' .. "': -;~. Picj. (A-!5) 

















• GOod '. ~. • 
Good ' 
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Pig.(1 ...... ) 
'i 
&eave Added ... 
aJd DMPtng eoe~~. 
Pit:c:h Added .... 
and DE p1ng Coe~~. 
9!ir. ,. 
Yaw AMed· ... 
and DIIIp1.ng coef~ • 
Plg. ( 14-b) Burge ~1oa and 
pbuIe (45 DeC). ) 
• 
P19. ( 15-&) IIINmt ... ~.& and 
~ (0 DecJ.) 
, 
P1CJ. ( 15-b) BMmt W»t1oft and 
phue (45 DeC).) 
... 
( ng ~ ( 16-&) Pltdl W»t1.oa aD&t • 
jj - pbaee (0 De9.) 
- 1"14.( 16-b)' 
... 
d 
\ P1CJ. ( 17-&) SUxge Jta:1t:1n9 roxce 
and ~ (0 1*).) 
,.. . 
1"19. ( 17-b r . suqe BlFit:1nq rorce 
and JIha.- (45 DeCJ.) 
"19.(I8-a) 
"19.(19-&) 
...... EDntiln9 fOrce 
and ~ (45 1»9." 
" Pltcb Em1t1n9' fOrce 
lUllS l'ba.- (0 DeQ. ) 
Pltcb 'IbrD1t1n9' forge 
aD4 IhaM (45 Dev.) 
--_ .. _-_._.. . - ._ .... --
paltJ.n8en:=. 1_ .... ~··.lIUlt o~ 
Data ("] ooepIir18On 
P1g.(A':"1 •• ) 
PiC).(A-7.b) 
Pig'. (A-8 • a) ~ GoocS 









";P1g. ('7r-12. a) 
Mot A,,8,1.l.ab}e ... 
D18cu81on( 2 ) 
P1.g.(A-U.a) ... 





l ) \ .: 
Pig.(A-15.a) Good ' 
Mot Available ... ' 
D1IIau88s.on (2) 















: I ) 
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Pig.(2o-b) 1)r1rt: force in Pig. (A-17.b) ~ 
,\~t: (45 Deg.) .I, _ 
" ~ft: force in ir-ooa. oJ Pig.(21 ) M<* Available 
) 
at\ vAriou. Bead1ng 
'': 
Plg.(22 ) Vertical Drift a-nt Rot: AVailable 
• a~ var1~ Beading 
'" 
1 • S Discussion of computed results 
Genefally apeaklng. the computed results are In ~ood agreement with 
the published data. /' 
1. For the drift. force on the hemlshpere. comparing figure (9) and 
I 
figure (A-6) ·whlch Is reproduced from Maruo's pap,er (211: It , can be seen 
tha; the (Nnds ~nd the locations of the peak value are In agreement 
".-
. I 
(notice that M7"'0 used an..· a #(/(2") unit In the abscissa ). but the 
magnitudes are qul,te different. This result Is prlslng since Maruo 
has neglected the effect of the surge motion. 
of the hemisphere was taken Into account when 
2. The heave exciting force (and heave 
'lIame for 0 and 45 degree. heading. 
the heave motion 
drIft force. 
are exactly the 
S. For the rectangular box. the pitch motion at 0 and 45 degrees 
I 
he.dlng angles are .ho:wn In figure. (18-.> and OS-b). Wh.n oompared 
" ' , 
with the corre.pondlng Faltln •• n', ,..ults whloh .,. given"'" flgur •• 
(A-1S. a) : and' (A-1S. b). It can. be ••• n that the re.ults of the pre •• nt 
work are abpul twlc. aa latU. as Faltln •• n's. Aleo the trSdS of the 




















confident explanation about this dlscrepanty. !t Is conceivable that."ere 
might be some mlsploUlngs In FalUnsen's cUl"W'e. since · In the Interval of 
wave pertod .from 10' to 14 seconds. the nondlmenalonal pitch motion 
amplitude varies rather "monotonically". the chang~ of phase angle !n the 
samvnterv~1 Is 
. if In sen . result. 
. . " . 
I 
unlikely to be that large. which Is about 180 degrees. In 
.. 
'4. Figure C21> 'shows that the steady drift force Cx-component) on 
ffV 
the rectangular box decreases .. monotonically as the heading angle 
f'r ~ - v 
Increases. 
5. Figure (22) shows the steady vertical drift moment of the 
. \ 
rectangular box at various headlr10 angles. It can be seen that this drift, 
I moment attains Its extreme vatue, at 22, 5 and 8;7. 5 degrees heading. and 
vanishes at O. 45 and 90 degrees. It Is Interesting to noUce that the 0 
\ antt 90 degrees are. stable heading angles. while 4S degrees Is an 
unstable one. Thl. means that the floating rectangular box has the 
tendency to ortenta.. Ita side to face' the, dIrection of the wave 
propagation. 
7." Irregular frequency 
, 
~here Is a discrete set of frequencle., caned Irr.gul.~ frequencl.,. 
" 
"-
at which the matrix ~ become. ~Ingular or" numerlc.lly III conditioned. . 
.. ' 4 ~ 
Tht~ fact. .1 was first pointed out by John I1S) (US). 'I due to the 
nontrIY'~1 or unbounded solutlori' - of the Interior DlrlCft~ problem. The 
source distribution method therefore brealea down when the frequenole. of 
. 
,he Inoldent wave oolnolde with the .. Irregular frequencle. (I. e. the elgen 
value, of the Interior probl.m). 8lnc. .." ••• 
~ .......... ' ." 
Irregular freqUenOI~~~.{~nd 
~--/~) 






















on the body shape. It Is difficult to locate, them precisely. Fortunately.' 
there Is always a non-zero lower bound 01 the set though It Is unkown 
generally. 
.In ' the present work. we avoided this problem by calculating In the 
. frequency range for which no (or seemingly no) Irregular frequency exists. • 
For a floating, rec~ngular box ,( length=L ' • beam=B. draught=D> In 
Infinite ' water depth. ' the Irregular frequenoy (w.>. can be d~temlned 
. analytloally 114J a8 
t 
, 112 
CII. - I g y coth (y 0 ») . 
where 
2 mW2 n"," y - C-L-) .+ (T)'" m.n ... 1.2.3 •..• . 1 
(7 . .f>, 
(7.5) 
In the preisent computed example (La 90m. B=90m. D1I40m) the 
lowest ·Irregular frequencies predloted by, equaUon (7. 1) are: 
1 2 3 • 
1 0.7091 0.8766 1.0403 
~.984O 1.1107 
; 
3 1.0403 1.1107' 1.2048 
":' 
The lower bound for III. Is ,e'n to be O. 7091 rad/seo. equivalent to 
the period Te8.86 seo.. therefore. the Irregular frequenoy problem oan be 
Clr~umv.nted' If one choo ••• the lowe,t period In oomputatlon to '~ar~er 
'<0 
than 8.88 .eoond. Ii I, worth noting that around T-9 880.. the computed 
reaulte (not pre,ented her.) Indud g ... CUll.' behavior. Whether 
./ 
• 












frequency 'or. on the other hand. due to the effect of an Insufflolent 
num~r of panels (alnce the higher the fr~quenoy. the more the panels 
. 
should be used In ~rder to keep a consistent numerical error). before a 
detailed numerical experiment Is done. no definite conoluslon can, be' made' 
at present . 
, 
For the hemlahpere case. , no analytical formula such as equation 
(7.4) was, found. Sirice the heave added 'mass' 'and damping coefficient. ' 
o _' • • 
Figure (4). appears to ~~ddenIY change ;'-Ifoa- 2. 5. It seema better to 
atop ' the 0 computation there 
'rJ 
.;;... - - ( 
,,~ 
Although equation (7.~) was derived for the rectangular box In the 
Infinite water dep.th case. It Is useful to' take It aa a general rough guide 
for 0 non-reC1angular bodies. A brief outline Is given below: 
· f 
~ '.- - --
., 'tI 
1. For LIB· 1. O. BID· 5 . O. lhe lowest Irregular frequency occurs 
,
1;,und ~/L· 1. O. Where, ~ la the wave length.· , a~ 0 ' 
o • 
• 2. Inorenlng the value of length to beam , ratio (I, e. LIB) 
tlgnlflcantly Increases the value· of the lowesl Irregular frequency • . 
's. Dacrea.elng the draught (D) of 'the bOdy for a fixed II(m (B) 
, 
allQalncrease.. the value of the lowest Irregular, frequency. 
. 
In. our example LIB - 1. O. BID· 2. 25. the lowe.t Irr-oular frequency 










A brl~f summary of the'/present work Is g1ven below: .. r 
? 1. , A " brief outline of the mathematical , technique lor calculating the 





2. A oomputer program . has been set up J to calculate these 
motions. horizontal drift forces and vertloal drift moment. ' The results of 
. ' " , 
. the cOmPutation are quite good when comparing with published data. For 
the rectangular box (72 ' panels) case. ' the average cpu , time for one 
frequency and one heading t angle Is about one' 'minute I~ VIU( '11780 
system. 
S. THe -equlvalent ' dlsk- concept suggested In the "",merloal soheme 
proved to work well. 'This scheme saves a certain amount of computation 
and slmpllfl.s' !~e Input d!l~j 
.' 
4. 'A fnum.rlca~h.me Is proposed In this work for evalu.atlng the· 
.. . 
. principal value In the Integral of the ar •• n's function. U.lng thl. soheme 
along with the Gausalan , Integration formula ( , 6-polnt formula I was' 
, . 
• 











5 . The computed results show that the shape of the panel Is not 
Important. Generally speaking a trl~ngular panel Is preferab,le. since It can 
be uniquely dlttermlned by. three adjacent body offsets. 
6 . The vertical drift moment calculation , Is useful In the 
determination of ' the stable heading angle. It enables one to choose /8 
.. 
"better· orientation of the ' floating body with respect to the Incident wave 
dl'rectlon. \ 
7. This computer program can be used as a "basic building block" 
to ' o~er advanced motion ca(cufations; for example 
A. Employing the 118~atlve process suggested by Aral (1). by sllgbtly 
'modifying the present program one can calculate the motions of '8 moored 
floating body. 
. . 
B. Employing the aSlumptlon luggelted by Hlu (13) : the steady drift 
forc::ecomputed In this program can be use to evaluate the slow oscillating 
. ' l . 
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Table (n Data for Hemisphere 
--Radius (a) 
Center of gravity (Xc- Yo' lc) 
Volume 
Wat~r depth 
Number of panela 
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Tabl. (2) Oata of Rectangular Box 
Length ·Beam .Oraught (in) 
. center of gravity ("c'Yc.io' em) 
Volume. V (m3 ) 
144 (m2 • mass) 
.2 lea (m • masa) 
'. (m2• masa) 
Water depth~ h (m) 
. Number ot panels 






\ . ) 
90·90·40 
(0.0.0.0. 10.82' 






. 32. 92!.pV 
500 
72 : 84 
Reeta1fgular .. 
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' ''f--~V , .. 
l\ 
'11 Surge.1lz S~ay. ~ Heave.' 
• ~ AoII,1\a Pltch~'Ia Vaw . 
, " ~ 
Figure (1) Coordinate ay.tem ~and •• gn convenlJon for Iranalalory 
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~' 128 PANELS COHPUTtD VAL\.!f , 
, . 
"'~ .. 
....... --1---. ~'--I---+--4---+--~1- -....;;; ...... ~ ........ d-:~~ --~ 
. ' 
:' . " 
. " 
. , ' 
., 
9.SQ 1.89 1.60 2 .• ' '2,.iG 
... 
.t, 
, , ' 
I , 
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PliOOJwI -m , 
. DDl!NSION PM( 36,3 ),UK( 36, 3 ),t.JHR( 36,3 ),5UR( 36), 
I· 
t - I 
" . I· 
. .. ,I : 
. /" 
1 • DOUR( 36,36 ),DGUI( 36,36 )iDGUR(36, 36 ),001.21(36,36), 
' .. 
2 • G11R( 36, 36.),Gl.1I( 36, 36 ),G12R( 36,36 ),G12I( 36, 36), 
"3 :PBX7R( 36),PBI7I( 36 )~1?BI8R( 36 ),PHI8I( 36 ),gDP1(72 ),gOn(72), 




5 . Nt( 6,6 ),D£lotP( 6,6 )~RM( 6,6 ),e( 6,6 ),POR( 12 ),MP(l2) 
DDlEHSIotf DA( 72. 72 ).DNe 72, 4 ),'I"l'lJN( 36, 6 ),POl.R( 36 ),~POl.I(.36), 
1 P02R( 36). Pq2I( 36 ),TPR( 36,6), ~I( 36,6), , 
2 vA( 3 ) • VB( 3 ) , VCC 3 ), VD( 3 ) ~ VE( 3 ), ~( 3 r.: !~ 
• 01' I, ' / i, 
COI4M'.:lM IC2/ GRAy,DEN,~,O!P'l'B,~,ANtJ,HFAD 
CXHDf IC3/ . VOL, XB, YD, ZB,ABEA,AREAJi'P ,XG, YO,.ZG 
COIM)N ICC/ RI44,RI55,RI66 . . 
CIOIHXf ISERI UJC( 1000 )., GAMMA( 1000), ALPHA 
MTA HSP/36/ • ,. 
~ GRAV,DEN/9.8,1000.0/ • , 
MTA XG,YG,ZG/o.O,O.O,10.621 
DP.TA RI+t,RI55,RI66/33 ,04,32.09.32.92/ .- ' 
~ DEPTB,BEAD/500.0,O.0/ 
C***.**********************;************~********* 
c .....•. DEl"DfITIOH 
". ,,.. 
.. 
C ••• '.' •• PM CXXIRDIHATE or C!H'.l'ROID or :PAHEI. (X. y, z ) (IHPUl' ) 
c .. ~ .... uN UNrI' 00'l."NARD NORIGU. OP PANEL· ( N1 , N2, N3) (D;fPO'r) 
c ....... VNN (N4.N5,N6) . , 
, " .. '






. . . ,,' ..
-----~-.;c .... ' ••• StJR--S~ OP PMe:IJ (INPUr) 
" .,.. 
l' 
C ••••••• NSI? NUNBER or :PANELS (0.5 *"ro'l'AL PANELS) 
C ••••••• VOL VOLDlG!: 
C •••• ' .' • XB, YB, ZB C!N'l'ER OP BtJOYANCY • ' .. 
c ....... AImA.. ' 
c ....... AR!!AW 
c .... ~ .. XG,YG,ZG 
c ....... ~44, ••• 
c ... ... ,.GRAY 
c ........ DEII 
c .... i •• PREQ 
c ....... ~ 
c. : .... ~NNlIC 
c ....•.. MU 
C ••••••• 1If.AD 
1fETl'W SURFACE AREA 
1f1ll'ER PI.ME QD. 
C!!M'l'!!R OP GRAVITr (~) 
IDI!IfT OP IRER'l'IA (IMPO'l') 
, 
~ 
GRAVITM'ION CONS'1'AN'l' (iNPtrl') . 
'P'WID DEKSIft (IHPU'1') 
.l'R!!QVZRCY (INPU'l' *~) . 
~ IZPTB (DfPU'l") 
NAVE NUNm:R C INPt11' **) 
l"UQ"'FREQIGRAV 
, BEN>IHG MGLE (DIPU't) 
c ....... POT135 PO'l'J!:II'l'IA or 811MOfO'l'RIC PARr 
C. • • • ••• POT246 PO'l."ZN'l'IAL or AN'1'l:-SYIII. RART ' 
c ....... 0135 SOURCE DElCSITY or, 8YK. PARr 
. C •••• ' ••• 0246 SOORCB DENSITY or AN'l'I-SDl. PAM' 
C •••• I ••• AIC ADDED ~' , 
c ........ CDCP DlUCPING COEPPICI!M'r 

















. . " 
I . 
,! . . ,",," , 
~ 1 .... 1 
I . 






'. \' " ' . 
. . " 
• 
• ' ; , ' . r 
'. 
c .... . ",.JtIC . 
, tt.. DC. ~ ..... . ... ! -
C. ~ •• ,' ~ ,!'OR 
c ...... . AMP· 
C ••• , ••• ,.~ 
C ••••••• DRI.n: 
. .. C • . ~, . .. ~ 1.". ~RIIZ, 
" , . . 
~ ML'35 'l'ENSOR 
RES'l'ORIHG 'CXJEP • • . 
EXCITING POIa, (1-6 RFAL, 7-12 DmG) 
IIIifl'IOIf AMPLI'roDE (l~ REiu:., 7-12 DmG) 
DRIPT PO_ (X--<X»IP) 
'DlUn- POR:Z (Y-caIP) 
' DRIPT JDCEHT (Z-CalP) 
C* ..... * ..... tr ......... ,~ ......... **.* ..... *.*.* ..... ~ .. * .. ******~ 
. / . . . . \ ( 
CALL .~IGN (1,' Pmft'l'. ~. ,. " 




. " .'. 
.. 
HI!!AI)ooBEAD/180. 0*3 .14159 '. 
'CALL amRT( IfSP, PM, Ulf, UNN, BUR, C,m.) \ 
' CALL PRH'l'l.(N5P,PM,'Ulf,DNN,S~;C,RI) . 
DO 17 1tI-1,6 . . , \ 
'rl'-l.0.+2.0*(lU"':l..O) · ' ' . . ';, . ' " . " 
WMtJNoo4 .0*3.14159*3 • 14l.59/( GRAV*ft*'l"1') . . '\ ~ 
,CALL LINXl.( NaP. PAN, tIM, SUR. DGl.lK. DGll.~~R, DG1~I, Gl.IR, ~ [t 
l. G12R,Gl.2I) ' . ,.' " , 
C ' DO 11 JJ-1,19 
'C BEAD-(JJ-1)*5.0 
C ~/,l80!0*3.141.59 
~ PBI78(NSP.PAR,ON,PBi7R,PBI7I,PBI8R,PRI8I). . 
o.LL GIHVER( NSP, 2*NSP, ON, tJHN, PBI7R,1'III7'I, PBI8R, PHI 01 , IlPi, 1If, 
1 DGllR,DG11I,DG12R,DG12I,Q135,Q245) 
OWL PO'.l'.!N( NSP, 2*NSP, Gl.IR, Gl.1I, Gl.2R, Gl.2 I, Q135, Q246', Df., 





\ ' , 
I 
" ~ , 
, , 
-----~~~'L-------~~~~~~~tN5P,2*NSP,UH,UNN,SUR,POTl35,P0T246,TPR,TPI,TTOR, 
1 . ' . AM,DEIIP) " ', . "" . 
, " 
, .. 
. : \ 
C 
'C 
OWL EXl"'OR( NSP, 2*NSP, PM, UN, UNN, BUR,PO'l'135, POT246, T'l'ON (POlK, 
1 P01I,P02R,P02I,P'OR) , '. 
I, CALL AMPL(NI,DEMP,RM,C,P'OR,AMP) 
CALL groTAL(NSP,2*NSP,Q1.35;Q246,JUCP,QDP1,QDn) 
CAt,L DRI1"T( NSP, 2 *NSP, ~M, SUR, gop1, (.1)P'2, DRU'X, DRIl"Y, DRItZ ) 
1fRI'l'E (2 )PAR, SOR, Q135,Q24:6, l"OR,AMP,'AH,DEHP,C, RII. 
'1 ... GRAV. DEN .1"R!Q. DI!Pl'II • ..uK,ANb, BEAD. DRIPlC, DRIn, DIGIZ 
1fRI'l'E (2 )PAR. SUR, POR, AMP .M,DDCP IC, RII, 
' / .. 1 GRAV,DDf,1"R!Q,DI!Pl'II~/tIfWI,ANU,BEAI).,DRIPX,DizPr,DJIIZ 
cotrl'INUE .. ' . .' . .. ' . 
STOP 'l ' 
\. , . , 
::"'nm aioRr( ..;",;PAN ..... -.!""'.c .... l ,----------~~ 
c ••• aHIVl'E '1'BE C2UUW:'1'ERISTICB or '1'DE l'UlM'U«J REC'l'AHIGOIM BOX·' 
c .. :OU'nVl'IPM~tIf,tJHN;'SUR,CI ALSOJVOL,~,AR!A,ARDIIP IN lell 
DDlENSIOIf PAR( NSP ,3 ), UN( (lISp, 3 ), lKSP, 3 ), SUR( IISP), .-
1 C(6,6),RM(6 ,6) . . 
DIIG!:NSIOIf vA( 3), W( 3), \IC( 3), YO( 3), (3), W( 3) . I 
CXIIIIJN IC21 GRAV, DEN, PJUtQ, DEP'Dl91ftft1(,AIfU, lIDO . 
CXIIIIJN IC31 WL,XB, YB,ZB,AREAiAREAlfP,XG, YQ,ZG 

























































CALl. MSIGIf( 5, 'POROO5. EIM-' ) 
:tMf~/2 
IX>.,lO J-l:; II ' , 
, " 
-t 
_ 93 - " 
JJ-J-tR , I .. 
~5,*)I,X,y,Z,0M1,UN2,DN3,S 
PJH( J, 1 )-X 
'pAR( JJ, 1 ~X 
PJ,If(J,2)-Y . 
PIUt( JJ, 2 )-Y . 




":' - (M( JJ; l)-tMl 
OR( j; 2 )-(a2 
(M( JJ, 2 )-ORz' , 





10 <XlII'1'IIftJE • 
';- ' .. - , . \ 












'I'DIP2-o • 0 
''1'DIP3-0 • 0 
'l'DIP4-0.0 
DO 40 I-1',BSP 
. VA( 1 )-PAN( 1,1) 
VA( 2 )-PAR( 1,2 ) 
VA( 3 )-PAN( 1,3) . 
, i 
" , 
, tHJ( I,1)-YA(2)-mf( 1,3 )-~ 3)-mf( 1,2) 
tIIR( 1,2 )-VA( 3 ) -mf( 1,1 )-VA( 1 ) *tIf( I , 3 ) 
tIGf( I I 3 )-VA( 1 )*tB( 1,2 )-VA('2 ) *tIfe I, 1 ) 
VB(l~I,l) , 
VB( 2 )-VIf( I , 2 ) 
, VB( 3 )-Qf( I .. 3 ) 
, ~ VDO'l'( VA, VB, 'l'ZMPl ) t' 
• WL-YOL+TENP1 -SUR( I) , 
XB-XB+VA( 1)"'VA( 1)WVB( 1 )1IIStJR( I) 
ZB-ZB+VA( ,. )"'VA( 3 ) *VB( 3 ) wSUR( I ) 
AREA-ARIA+SUR( I) " . 




'l'DIP3-T!HP3+YA( 1 )~ l)~ 
'l'DIP4-'tI!MP4+VA( 2 ) ""'VA( 2 )*fl'P.IIP 
. <XlIft'IIftJI 
00 45 1-1,6 
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~ " . 51 
\, : 'I 
',' '\ I \ ' \ " 
\ , 
~" ,,' \, I' · 
.. ; 
~ .. '\ .: " . ; 
C(I,J)-o.O \. , , i 
<XltI"l'DtIZ \1 ' 
vOJI-2.0*(VOL/3.0 ) 
XB-XB/VOL ' ! \. 
ZB-ZB/VOL' ; \' 
AREA-2.0"AREA , \ 
AREAWP-2.0~, 
"l'ZIIP-oEH*GAAV I " 
C( 3, 3 )-'l'!'JCP~~ \-
C( :3 i 5, )-'.l'EHP*:z .O*'l'EllP2 
C(5,3)<p,5) ; " \. ' 
.' . 
, - , 94-
, . 
'r 
" ' C{ 4,4 )-'l'ZMP*(VOL*( za.-;ZG)-2 .O*'l'EMP4) 
C( 5, 5 )-TD!P*( ~L*( ZB-2:G )-2. O"'l'EllP3) " 
:".BII(l,l)-D!R*VOL \' , 
'.2,2)-D!'M~ : 
BII( 3,3 )-D!N*VCt. ' '\ 
BII('4,4 )-DEN*voL*RI+t*RI~ , 
, ~..,. '" _ 5; 5 )-D!H~*RI55*RI55, ' 
Bll(6,6~~*RI66*RI66\ 
!at( 1, 5 )-D!N~L*ZG . : \ 
RII( !5 , 1 )-RM( 1, 5 ) , 
RC(2,4)-DEN~*ZG' - ,: " 
" , Rll(4,2 )-RN(2,,) , \ D'l'OIit . \ 
!'lID \ ' \ 
\ 
SUBROO'l'IHE PRM'l'~( NSP, PAN, UN, ONR, SUR,C, RIC) 
DIMi:HsIOH· PUC RSP,:3 ), tJH( HSP, 3 ) ~, UHH( NSP, 3 ), SUR( HSP), 
,J. C(6~6),HC(6,6) I. .' . ' 
, \ ' 
'catIIlR 1C21 GRAV, Dl!H, P'REQ, DEP'l'B,WNtaC,ANU,1IEAD 
:c:aI«lH IC31 VOL,XB"YB, ZS,ARD,AR!NrP,'m, Yo, ZG 
. i . . ,' . "\ \., '" 
, WRl'l'E( 1, *) 'twrA FOR R!!IC'l'AlfGOLA BOX· , .. 
WRl'l'E( ~. " j , • \ . ~ \ 
WRiD(1.*)'Wt.- ..-VOL \ • 
~(1,*)'ARD- '~ARa \ 
WRI'l'E(l.*)'~ID XB,YB,ZS:. ',XB,YB,ZB . . 
. 1fRI'I'E( ,1, • ) 'C!J.ii'1'ER OF' GRA'IITr, m, YO. zG. 's ' , m, ~, ZG 
, I ' 
WRI'l'E(,l, * )' ~ ., ARElIJIP ' ', " , 
WRI'l'E /(1,·) , Met,IC)' . .;:, ", ,,' 
00 4011- 1 HSP ) ' . . ! ' !,'WRJ;TE (1,1 ) I,(PAlf(I,It),.It-~, ) 
caft'~MUE . .' I 
WRl'l'Z (1,*) '1JN(I,t()' 
.DO 50 1-1'~ :t~::: .. ..:.::::~ I,X ),K-l, 3 ) . • DO 1 1-1,HSP \ ' , (1,500,. I, (ONN( I,K ),~-1;3) 
0C¥l'DM!: I ... (1, .),',9,UR( I)', 
60 1,-1,. i. . .. . 
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PORIII.'l'( lX, • ( • , 12, • )1. t , 3P13 .6) 
PORMP4'( lX,·( t ,12,' )l" ,3P13.6) 
., 
PORMP4'( lX,.' ( t ,12, • ) J ' ,P13 .• 6) 
PORMP4'( lX,6E14.5) 
WRITZ(l,.)'R!STORDNG COEPPIC 
DO 21 1-1,6, 
1rRI'1"E( 1,700) (C( I,J) ,J-l,6) 
cctrl'DIUI!: 
. '1fIlI"m(1,W'). t • 
WRIm( 1, • )'REAL lASS MM'Rp[ t 
DO 22 X-1,6 
'~WRITZ(1,700) (RM(X,J),J-l,6) 
'cctrl'DItJ!! 
CALL CWSE (1) 
RI'l'URH 
aD 
- 95. - ' 
\ 
> , 















SUBRXJ'l'IHE LIIOCl( H, PAM, ON, SUR, oollR, 00,111, DG1U, DG121, , 
1 . 'I, G1lR,G1~I,G12R,G121) 
C ••• 'l'BIS PJOGJWC COIPt11'ES'THE ELEIC!2fl'S OF GREEN'S PUNC'rIOR lATRIX 
C •• ~DlPtJTJR,PM,tM,SUR \. l . 
«; ~ •• oUTPuT r DG1lR, 00111 , Jj112R, 00121, G1lR, G11I, G12R, GUI 
DDlEHSlaf PAN( N, 3 ), UN( H, 3 ), SUR( It ) 




DIMENSIaf G( 2 ),D.GX( 2 )~DGY(~ ),DGZl( 2 ),DGZ2( 2 ),~'31 .. VB( 3;; VC(l) 
caMB /C2/ GRAV,DER,l'REQ,DEPTB,WHtJII,AHU,HDD. {. - .. 
\ 
.... 
aMDf /SER/ mc(1000),GMMP..(1~),ALPBA t 
~ ~ . MU-WNtJIP'1'ANB( WNtlK*I:ZP'l'B ) 
~Rr(GRAV-M«J ) 
CALL BOO'l'UIC( "1000 ) 
ALPa-6'.283185/(".0*DEP'1'II*EXP(-2.0~)+ANU* 
1 «1.O+EXP(-2.0~*~»/MHUH)*~2.0) 
DO 10 I-1,N 
VA( ], )-PM( 1,1 ) 
VA( 2 )-PM('X, t') 
VA( 3 )-PM( I, 3 ) 
DO 20 J-l,N 
VB( 1 )-PM( J, 1 ) 
VB( 2 )-PAN( J, 2 ) 
VB( 3 )-PM( J, 3 ) 
CALL V5UB(vA, VB, VC) 
U( I .Eg. J)GO oro 11 
Rl-BgRr(VC( 1 )*VC( 1 )+VC(2 )*VC( 2» 
U(Rl .EQ. 0.0)00: TO 11 
T.EMP-2.0+10.0*~(3.1416*Rl) 
U( TEMP • en • 1ooo.)GO TO 11 
tf1'ERIte'l.'EI 
CALL Ga2( VA, W,G, DGX, oor, DGZl, DGZ2, 1I'l'DH) 
00 TO 12 ' • 

























, .. , 









, . i -96-
CALL GIZ(VA, VB,G,~, OOY', DGZ), DGZ2, UNU:) 
CXlHTINUE " 
GllR( I,J)-G( 1) • • .'j , 
GllI(I,J)-G(2) ,. 
OOllR( IiJ)-DGX( 1 )*tJIf( 1,1 )+DGr( 1 )*UN( 1,2 )+( DGZ1( 1)+DGZ2( 1) ) 
1 · , . 1I1JR( I,] ), ' ~ . , '. . . " 
OOllI( I,J)-DGX( 2 )*UR( 1,1 )+DGr( 2 )*tJN( 1,2 )+( DGZl( 2)+DGZ2( 2) ) 
1 '. ..tlRC 1,3) . 
. . 
~ IP (I .EO. J)GO '1'0 20 
G1lR(J,I)-G(1 ) 
, . GUI( J, I )-G( 2 ) . ' 
. OOJ...1.R( J,I )-DGX( l)*tJN(J, 1 )-=-OOY( 1)*tlH(J,2 )+( DGZl( 1)'-DGZ2( 1» 
• 1 . *1m(J,3) ,..,,". . '. 
OOllJ(J,I)-DGX( 2 )'*OIf(J,l)-DGY( 2 )*tIf(J,2)+(DGZl(2)--DGZ2( 2» 
1 " ' .. tJlf(J,f) . '. ': ' .'-
OONTllfOJ!: • . 
.. ) .. 
00 30 J-I,N 
VB( 1 )-PAK( J: 1,) 
VB( Z )-PM( J, Z ) 
VB( 3 )-PM( J, 3 ) • 
CALL VSOB( \7l, VB, ~) 
R1-sgR'l'( ~( 1 )-VC( 1 )+VC( Z ) *Ve( Z» , 
'l'EIIP-Z.ot10.0"DEP'1'B/( 3 • 1416*R1 ), 
IP( 'l'!ICP • en. 1000.) GO 1() 31 
N'l£RHooT!11P 0 • 
,CALL GS2( VA, VB, G, DGX, DGr, DGzl., DGZZ, M'l'EIII) 
GO '1'0 32 
tDfAX-I0 .O/(VA( 3 )+VB( 3» 
cU.r. GI2( VA, VB, G, DGl,C, DGr, DGZl, DGZ2, OMU:) 
COIft'IMOE 
Gl2R( I,J)-G( 1) 
\.. ..... . ... , .. . .. ! 
. . 
• G12I(I,J>-G(2) • 
DG1ZR( I, J)-oGX( 1 ) *ONe I, 1 )+OOY( t ) *tJN( 1,2 )+( DGZl.( 1 t+DGZZ(,l ) ) 
1 • '*UN(I,]) ~ ,. ' , ' . " . 
, , DGIZI( I,\1)-oGX( 2 ) "UN( 1,1 )+OGre 2 )*tJN( 1,2 )+( DGZl( 2 )~( Z ) ) 
1 ' ''uN(I,]) 
, IP( I .EO. J)® TO 30 .;1 
" GizR( J, I )-G( 1 ) 
GI2I( J, I )-<i{ 2 ) 
OO12R( J, I )~ooic( 1 )*tJIf( J,I )+DG!"( 1 )*tIf( J, 2 )+( DGZl( 1 )-DGZ2( 1) ) 
1 ' \ , .. tJlf( J, 3 ) " ' 
DG12I( J, I )-DGX( 2 )1I1M(J,l )+DGY( Z )*tIfC J;2)+C DGZl(2 )-.DGZ2( 2» ' 
1. "W( J,3) 
, 30. OONT~ 
io ,CONTINUE 
C ••• cnmna: 0011 AND 0012 '1'0 BE 0011 lOR oo135 ')I)IZ,-
C ••• AND 0012 FOR '00246 IIJIZ 
. . 
.DO 40 I-l,N . \ .. 
IX? 40 J-l,N , 
ftMP1-DGllR( I,J )+DG12R( I,J) 
ftMP2-oGIII(I,J)+DG12ICI,J) 
'l'DIP3-OO1lR( I,J)-DG12R( I,J) 
'l'DIP+-DGllI( I, J )-DGI2I( I, if) 




































" . . 
. OOllI(.I, J )-TDIP2 *SUR( 3) 
DGl2R( I,J)""'l'!XP3*suR(J, 
. 00l.2I( I, J )-'1'J!MP4*StJR( J) 
~
C ••• ADDING '1'I:IE DIAGOHAL 'J.'DII OP 1)G ia'l'RlX 
DO 50 ~-l,N 
PGllR( I, I )-DGlut( I, I )-6.28318 
DGl2R( I, I )-DG12R( I, I )-&.28318 
50 c::arrDIUE . 
. . 
...... . 
t. " , 




- ~. _ .. ) 
C ••• COMBINE Gl.i' AHD G12 TO BE ~11 POR GU5 IIJDE.,ANI) Gl2 POR G246 )ixz 
. . DO 6" I-l,N 
DO 60 J-l,N . . '~ 
'l'!XPI-Gl.lR( I , J )+G12R( I, J ) 
'l'!'.MP2-GllI(I,J,...G12I(I,J) '- .... . 
'l'DIP3-GllR( I, J )-G12R( I, J) 
_...allIe I,J)-G12I( I;J) 
. . GilRc I, j )-TEMPI*SUR( J) 
_ GllI( I,J)-T!:IIP2*SUR(J) 
G12R( I, J )-TZMP3*SUR( J) 
GI2I( I,J)-TZMPt*SUR(J) 
60 CXJIf'.I'IHUE ' 
C ••• ADDING '1'I:IE OIAOOtw. TtRK OF G M'1'RIX 
. 70 
00 70 I-l,N .,. 
TEMP-2.0·sgRr(~I)*3.1.4isg) 
OllR( I, I )-GIlR( 1-,'1 )+'1'!2IP ~ 
G12R( I. I )-GUR( I, I )~ 








C ••• THJ;S PRlGIWI CALCULP.'l'E '1'I:IE PBI7IstMEI1UC PARr,PBIs'IAN'rI-SDI PARr , 
DDlENSIaf PMCH,] ),DNeH,l) ' . • 
DDl!HSI~ PBI7R(N),PBI7I(N),'PBI8R(N),PHI8I(R) 



















· · . , . 
. ' i , ~ , 
6lo' . ' ~ " ' . ' 
APB~-GRAV Ie l"R!Q*( 1.. O+EXP( -2. 01t1lfDlP1EP'1'!) ) ) ; 














.. DMJIf( 1,2) . 
. ' .' 
, .. , .... ... , 
. ; . 
~eI,3) , 
. . 'l'DIPA-APIII*EXP(t1UPV3 )*(1. o+EXPC ~2. o ......... za» 
TDCPB-APIII*EXP,(t1UPV3 ).( 1. Q-EXPC -2 .o ...... za·) ) 
AIOIX-'1'I!:IIPA*AIU~ , 
AKNY-"l'ZIIPAwM2 -m 
AIQfZIoIl'DIPB ...... *Zlf 
---........ _-_._. -,--_ ........ , _ .. :-- -
\,. . -
" 














. " ~ . , 
"' , 0" '. ' 
,.,' ,,:. " 
.. . 
• a ' •• 
.. 
, ' , . " 
" , 












! P, ,.' 
. 4 ' , it . 
,:'/' 
... ,I, 
. ~ . , . .' . 
" 
\ . . 
'. . ....... ' 
:.' ,~ ' , '. ~ 
.. , ', .. -- , .. : ": )" . \ " .. . -" . • , :. I .. Ir ... _. '_ .-J ' 
















.. ' . " , 
.. 
.' : " 
" ' -.' 
, . 
....... ., ..
, SY2~tH( '!lt2 ) . . ' , ., 
. ClCl-<:OS( XIU.) ;. . ~ . \ 4 • • , • 
, , . 
: " ,~~ 
".' 
.'. ' 
. " ~ " 
: '", ' , 
. ' 








I. eo i I ' 
: ::" ~-SDf(m), , :, ' . ': " . . . • . ; ... . ... '. 
. 'PBl7R( t)-< -MNX*CY2*SXl.-AJl:NY*SY2*CXl.+AlCRZacn1llCX.1) . 
" ' . PBI7I( I)-< ' ~*CXl-AJl:NY*SY2*sX1+AlQfZacn*sn') " 
,~ . 
" ' 
.' ,',: ~ . 
; . 
! : " 
.. , ~ 
,. " ... -' 
" , 
• lJIIIBR( t)-!'< ":AJOOCWsri*CXl-ADrY~*sn-All:NZ*SY2*sn) . 
. . ' : \ : .. : PHI8l( I ~ -UNx*~.SXl.+~*CX;t+ADZ*SY2.Cq.·) : 
' ],0 , : ~ . 'cx-.l'IHOE . ,- ; . I ' • • :.; : ••• •• • • 
. : D"l'ORIf \ - .' ' . ' 
. \ ' . . 
, a .!:IID ' ~'. J I •• _ , . ,' 
. , ~ . . <II " ' .. ', . 
" : , ~ 
. ... 
. " ' ~" : . . 
I . stnmOOrntE GiHwR(N,~,tJR'~:PBl7R,PHI7I,PBI8R,PBI8I,~,Elf,' .; : 
. ' . l' . ": IXi135R.DG135I,DG246R,DG246I,'g135,Q246) 
c. ~ '. 'lms" PRXDWf ~ 'mE INViRsB' OF MA'!IUx 00 AND SOORCEQ ',' 
':,; c. ~~~III'NIf,tIf'lJNN~ PBI·'DG135.1DG2~ . " , • 
. ' C •• QM'PO'1'sg135,g246 .' _ . , .. 
,i'" ". C •• : • . '~"' IS P'OR ~tJSE,.NN-2*1f-2~ , ' ' 
,,'" - ": ,:: .~ , ' .. 
.. " ~ 
. , . 
, ... ' 
,. ' - ,:. , ~ D~,IC. 011(11.3 ),ONN('N,3 hP~1R(N),PHI7.I(*),Pm:BR(N),~8t(.) ~ · 
. . ' . .. 1 "' .. 1 ' ' ' DG135R(N,N-),DG135Iell,N),DG246R(N,N),'DG246I{II,II), \ ' . . , .. . :" . - . 
, .' . 2 ' '1;IA(~,MM),mf(KH,4) , .' . ~: . 
'; . ' ~' ; i ", .,' " 0 ~DlENSi~,:?~35(~'4),g246(NN'.) , : " . ~' " •. . ' . : -
-,1. c ... P'ORIIM'IC»( OF 'mE REAL MM'R.IX DA.*Q-QI.!'OR 'mE SDIiE'l'RIC'PARr 
\ 00' 10~-i,N ' 
\ ' tIf( I, 1 )-ON( 1,1. ) ) , '. 
I ' ,. " " 
. ' 
, , 
[If( I, 2)-ON(:I;, l) 
ate I, 3)-UNN( 1,2) , .' 










• .' tIf( ·I,.)-~7R(I) .. 
" tlfe I+tf,l)-O.O 




m( I+tf,. >-PBI7I( I) 
00 10 J-l,1I I _ .'~ . 
m( I;J:")-OOU5'(I,~) 
Dl( I+H,J>"*OOl~5I( I,J) 
I:a( I,JIHf)-DG1351( I .,J) , 
..' . ,' 
. \ 
.. . 
.. ': . 
~ . , • ..:1 .. . . r .' 
-'icr ,=+N)~1~5~I,J) , . ' ~ . ': _ • .. . , ' . ; .. 
'. C ••• SOLVING .. g ·BY 'INvERSION A*X-R:'~' 1(JP.!f),X(IPN) sToRm IH R .... \ ' . :"10 
, . ' ' ~ IHV(a.,0A,NN,4) ' . '. ' " I - i 
, DO 20 1-1," I.. ., . . 
'tr 
, DO 20 J-l,4 '"., 
• , ., Q135( I ; J)-t1t( ~,J)' r:-' ' . ', ' . ( . 
, 20' . 0Jtf'1"Ilttm - " ,-' " , , • - . ,:;;. . ' .. 
C •• ~SOLVIHO Q246 (AN'1'IBDIME'1'RlC PARr)BI' 'mE 81lPRdczss AS ABOYr.: 'If" 
• ' DO 30 I-1, K ', '. '-- " 
.. ., \ 
. [If(I,1)-VH(I,2) , • ~ . - " . ' • ~
[If( 1,2 )-ONRCI,l) ' • ./ " 
[If( I, 3 )-(JIGf(. I f3 ) 
tIf( I I. >-PBI8R( I ) 
• DI(t+M,1)80.0 
M( lift; 2 )-0.0 · 
l~ ______ ;, " 
" . 
" 










· t · . 
·r ~ 
, I i " 1 • '-
: } .. 
1 
.... t " 
. , . ',;' 
i' .~. f. . 
" ' " 
· ... 
. ,'. :' . ,' 






• I . 
. \ 
" . 
I . ' I 
} 
.. 
. . . 
: . . . , . 
, ....... ~ .. .,..",' _ ~ . " . ' - . . .... , • ...,.. - . _ ..... - ....... ...... ... - -_ p " __ _ ... . _. _ • • - ···· .0 ..... l ,r _ ' . ~l. : , " • . . • 





. , : . . - '99 -
, , 
.. (1+tf,3>14-o .. . .' 
mf(I +tf~ 4.1- , 18I( I ) . 
DO 30 J-1, ' . . 
me I, oJ )-DG246R( I , J) . 
~1+H,J)-+DGz461{I,J) 
I*( I;J+II )-DG246I( :t ,J) . 
~ I""J+N)~46R( I,J) 
C'CIft'IInJZ. 
,. '. 
! '~ " J' 
·r'· ..··· . . , .. 
. ~ , . 
* '; ) 
~ 




: - .. 
30 
.40 
' . " 
• 
OLL lHV(DH,Ia,RH,.), ' 
DO 40 '1-1;., . 
DO 40 J-1,. 
Q246(I,J)-DN(I,J) 
CXIft'DIftJE 
DO 10 l-l"R 
DO 10.1-1,H 
~ I,J)-Gl.35R( 1,07) 
ta(I+tf,J)- G1351{I,J) 
ta( I,J+II)-G135I( I,J) 
• • 
..,. 
' . . 
. ' .. 
. , racl ... ,J+H)-G13SR([,J) 
" 






a CXMlMJJ!! . , . 
CALL IIPRD{Ia,Q1.35,POT135,MH,MH,.) 
_ DO 20 1-1,11' 
DO ~0 ' J-1,1I' 
. ta( I,J)-G246R(I,J) 
~I+R,J)-'G246I(I,J) 
~ I,.J:+H)-G246I{ I,J) 
D1l( 1+tf,J+II)-G246R( 1,07) 
CXWI'mItiE ," 
• CALL IIPRD{ Ia,Q246 I lIO'l'Z46,1IN ,MIl,.) 
~ . 
DO 
~' : : 
., . 
• . SU8ROD'1'INE AImSS(., .. , mt, ~, BUR,PC7r135, PO'I'246 ~ R, TPI, T'lUI, 
, 1 . . NI,DaIP) . ~ 
C .... c::c:icWl'E 'l'IIB AOO!D '~ AIm IlI!MPIMG COIPPIC~f. 
C ••• tMPUrIR'''fmt,UMr,5UR,POT13,,~46 
. C ••• 0CJ'1'II0'1' I AN, DBIIP . " 
C. ~. ftR, '!'PI;.T'lUf IS FOR ' TI:IIP.IRARr DSE . 
- DDI!R81SI tIt(R, 3 ), tat(., 3) ,8OR(H ),lVl'135( 1M, .. ),l'O'1'Z46(.,.), 
1. - . 'l'PR(H,6),TPI(.,6),'1'1Uf(N,6),~",),~~ 




























~ f ~ 
" 
• 











"l"'l"tB(z ,IC)~( i,IC) ' 
'.l"lUf( I ,1C+3 .)-muf~ I,IC) 
<Dft'~NCl!!, '. 
DO l~ J-l,1f 
Ji1-J.ff.f 
· po' 10 le-l,3 
• .'l'PR( J, 2'*IC-1 )-PO'l'135( J,Ie) 
I 
- , ' ,TPR(J,2'*IC). -PO'l'246(~,IC)­
~1(~,2'*IC-1)-POT135(JJ,IC) 
• ~I(J,2'*IC) -PO'l'246(JJ,IC) 
c:aft'IRtJI!! 
DO 20 J-l.,5,2 
JJ-J+1 






· DO 25, I-l,N 
, 
- 100 -
8lR-Sl.R+'l'PR( I ,J)'*'rl.'mf( I,lC)*SUR( I) 
811-S1I~I(I,J)~(I,IC)*SUR(I) 
S2N2R+'1'PR( I ,..TJ)*T'l'OR( I,ICIC)*SUR(I) 
S21-S2I+TPI(I,JJ)~(I,~)*~I) 
caft"IMJE 
All( J ,X) -2.0*Dl!fl*S1R ' 
All( JJ, ICIC) - 2 .0*Dl!fl*S2R 







stJBRxnoINE EXPOR(., RH, PM, WI, tJNN , 5tJR,PO'l'135 ,PO'l'246, ~,P01R, POlI, 
1 P02R,P02I;POR) 
" , I' C ••• CX»IlVl'E TIlE EXCI'l'DIG, PORZ 
, , 
i 
! ' i ' 
i 
. i 
. . ! 
: '" 
C ••• IRPt1l'aR, tIf, tJNlIf,stJR,PO'l'135,PO'l'2f6 , ' 
C ••• WIW'l" I lOR i 
C ••• ~,POIR,POlI,P02R,P02I IS !"OR ~ OSE ' ...') 
DDl!NSICIf PUC.,,3 )"mt( H, 3)~ mIN( H, 3), SUR(lf),1'QI1'135( 1IIf,4 ),P0T246C l1li,4), 
5 
, 1 ' '1"lUI(R,6 ),POlJ\(R),POlI(R),P02R(K),~2I(R),POR( 12)' 
CJCIMlIf ICZI GRAV, DI!:If "PRIg, EEP1'B, .. , MO, ~ .' 
00 5 I-1,M 
00 5 1e-1,3 
'1"1"UR( I , X )-OI( I, IC ) 
'l"lUf( I,Ie+3)-(Hf( I,IC) 
• cxwtIh'UE' ," ' 


















' :, / 
\ 
- 101 -, 
, " 8n-o.0 L"./ 88R-o.O W" ' :I:·~_l.'N --JJ-J-tff ' - , 





88R.-s8R+l'O'r246( J. 4) *'l"J.UIfC'J; XI )*SUR( J) 
881-58 I+l'O'r246 ( JJ. 4 )'*T'l'UHC J. IO*SUR( J) 
CIOIITDIUI!: ' 
'l'ZNP-2. O~*D!N 
POa( I) ~*S7R , 
POR( II ~~S8R 
POR(I+6) ~s71 
l"OR( II+6 )-'l'iNP..tSS.%"i 
• CXIIft'INOE ' \ " '-- _ 
APHI-GRAV/( PR!'.Q*( 1. O+EXP( -2. O~) ) ) 
AICl.~(BEAD) 
- AIa....apSIN(BEN) 












, ' . 
'l'DCPl-APIIIwr:u( teItIPZ )11'( l.. O+EXP( -2.0..,...( Z+DEP'l'B) ) )~SUR( J) 





POlR( J)-'l'ZNP1 *CX)S( '1'DIP2 ) 
P01I( J)-'.l'EMP1*SDf(T!IIP2) 
PP2R( J )-TDIP1-oDS{'l'P.MP3 ) 
,P02I( J )-'l'ZIIP1*SDf('l'DCP3 ) 
alII'l'DmE 





IF( (%/2)*2 .BQ. I) _ ~l.O 
DO 50 J-1,. 
-.> 
SR-SR+P01R( J ) ftflWlDf{ J, I )+'1'B«P02R( J) *T'lUf{ J, I ) 
SI-SI+P01I{J)ftflWlDf{J,I)+'1'B«P02I(J)~(J,I) 
~ 
POR( I )-POR( 1 )+FREQ*IZM*SR 
POI( II )-l"OR( II )+PR!IQ*t1Df*SI 
'l"DCP-POR( I) , 
POR( I )-+-POR( II ) 
roJM II )--'1'DIP 
CQtHMUE 
SUBRX1rDIZ AIIPL( All, EIDIl', M, C,IOR,AMP) 
c ... CCIG'O'1"E 'l'BB -RESICXCSE MPLI'lUlB 
c ... CIU'tWf 1 AMP 
-----::--
























D~SICIf AM( 6, 6) I DEMP( 6 I 6) IRK( 6,6) ,C( 6,6 ), FOR( 12 ) , AMP ( 12), 
1 JX:( i2,1.2 ),OP( 12) , 
0QIII0IJR IC21 GltAV,D!H,PR!lQ,~WNUK,MIU,HF'AD 
DO 10,1:-'1,6 
II-I+6 
tI"( I )-POR( I ) 
OP( Ii )-!'OR( II ) 
DO 10 J-1,6' 
JJ-J+6 
TEMP1~PJU!'.Q*l"REQ*( AM( I , J)+RII( I, J) )-fC( I, J ) 
'l'DIP2-PJU!'.Q*JZIIP( I, J ) 
IX( I,J)- TEMPl 
DeC I1.,JJ)-TEICP1 
*=( I1,J )-+TDIP2 
DeC I ,JJ)-TD1P2 
<XJN'l'DfUlI! 
CALL INV(DI",J)C,12;1) 
DO 20 I-1,12 
AMP( I )-OP( I ) 
<XJN'l'DfUlI! 
.'<.~ 
'~ .... , 
' \ 
\ 
SOBRoUrIHE G12( W, VXX, G, DGX, DGI', DGZl, DGZ2 I mIAZ) 
Ul'ZIQQI,- PG1, PGE, PGXl.', ~, PGZll., PGZlE, PGZ21, PGZ2E . 
DIKr'lfSIat VX( 3), VXX( 3 ),G(2 ),D.GX( 2 ),DGI'( 2 ),DGZ1( 2 ),00Z2(2) 
CClMi«»f '/0.1 GRAV ~ D!R ,l"REQ, DEP'l'B, "',AHO,HDD 
0CHDf IBERI mt:( 1000 ),GAMIa( 1000 ),AUlBA 
catIICIf 101/ ZII,ZZII,Rl ,,, 
, C •••• '!'BIS ~~ 'I'D GR!ZN'S l"tMC'J'Iaf BY .IIf'l'E(W, PORe 
, C ••••• rlis H IIfl'ZGRAHDI n: IS 'l'IIE 5iHittRIC PAR'!' or '1'BB DI'l.'ZIGRMD ' ' j PZl(i)-X*( ElCP( P( Z8+ZZD-2 .0*Im"l'B) rED( ..:.V,'( m+ZZII+2 .0*IZPl'B») 
I PZ2CX)-X*(EXP( .. PC ZZII-ZB+2.0*lEPlii) )-ED(-X*( Zll-zza+2 .0*DitPm») 
TEMP1-vx( 1 )-VXX( 1 ) 
'l'DIP2-vx( 2 )-VXX( 2 ) 
'1'DIP3-vx( 3 )-VXX( 3 ) 
\ Rl-sQR1'('1'ZNPl*'1'DlP1+'l'DCP2*TDIP2) 





IP (R .LE. 1.0E-6) R-O.O 
R21I-8QR1'(Rl*RH( ZB+ZZII).(ZB+ZZB»" 
B.TO-I!J( '.l'I'JIP4 ,0) , 
BJl.-8J('.l'!ICP4,l) 
zza-EXP(-2.0~·ZB) 
EZZII-ED,( -2 • O*1lUl*ZZll) 
G( 1 >-1. O/R2B 
t 
U(R .D. 0.O)G(1)-G(1)+1.0/R . 
G( 2 )-ALl'ID\,.( 1. O+EZII ).C 1. 0+1ZZB )-aJO*UP( .... ( VX( 3 )+VXX( 3 ) ) ) 
DGX(1)-l.0/R2S*-3."0 ' . ' , 
. " 












- 103 ..: 
!peR .~. 0.q.,flGX(1. )-DGX(1. )-l. • .o/R**l.O J' 
\IP(Rl .Eo. 0.0) GO '.ro 1 . . 
. DGX( 2 )-ALPIm"C l.o+EZB,"C 1..O+EZZB)*EXP(MtIUM*(VX( 3 )+VXX( 3») 
1 "'BJ('.l'mIP4,1)~ . 
GO TO 2' . 
DGX( 2 )-ALPBA"( l.o+EZH)*( 1..O+EZZB )*EXP(tHJM*(VX( 3 )+VXX( 3») 
l ' 1rO.5~ 
DGZl.( l)--( ZZH+ZB )/R2B**3 .0 
DGZl.( 2 )-AI..PIm *P'Zl.( WNtJK )*BJO 
DGZ2( l)-o • 0 . , 
Il'(R .ME. 0.0)DGZ2( 1. )-cGZ2( 1 )-(ZH-ZZS')IR**3.0 
OGZ2( 2 )-AI..PIm "1'Z2 ( wty«)*BJO . 
unr:r-o • 01 "1ftmM 
CALL DG16{ UDfl', WNtlM, l"GE, SI«ll. ) 
CALL DG16( 2. O*1lNtJK, tDmX,FGl,SIm) '-
G( 1 )~ 1 )+SI«;l+BI«02+UDfl'*PG!!( mm') 
CALL OOl6( DDfT , teroII, P'GXE, Sll:J1. ) , _~ , 
cu.r. DG16( 2 • O*1fNDM, tDmX, PGXl., 81m ) ~ • 
DGX( 1. )-DGX( 1. )+5IG1+5IG2+UDft"*FGXE( UllfT) \ 
CALL DG16( t7INJ, WHtJM, PGZl.!:, SKll ) '. 
CALL . DG16( 2 .0 1I1INtJII, tlIGUC, PGZl.1., SIG2 ) 
DGZl( 1. )-DGZl.( 1 )t5ll;1+5IG2+UIH'r*PGZlE( UIlI'l') 
CALL .DG16( UIH'l' , lIHtM, FGZ2l!:, SIGl ) 
CALL DG16( 2. O*1lNtJK, mru:, P'GZ21., SIG2 ) 
OGZ2( 1. )-DGZ2 ( 1 )+SlG1+5IG2+tJlN'r*1"GZ2E( UDft' ) 
DGY( 1. )-DGX( 1. ) *'1'EIIP2 - . , 
DGY( 2 )-DGX( 2 ) "'l'EMP2 
DGX( 1 )-DGX( 1. ) *'l.'E.IIP1. 
DGX( 2 )-DGX( 2 ) 1I"l'J!'.XP1. 
RZ'J."'tmf 
f'tItfCTlaf FGl.( X) 
CQHlH 1C21 GRAV, DEB, FREQ, DEPl'II, MItJII,AND' ,lIDO . 
CQHlH 1Gl/ ZII,ZZIJ,IU 
, . 
B-1.0/( (X-AHU)/(X+IUfU)-EXP( -2.0WX*DEPrB» 
PGI-B*EXP(X-(ZB+zz&-2.0*DEPTB»*(1..0+!XP(-2.0~»* 
1 (1..O+EXP(-2.0"X*ZZB) )WBJ(X*Rl,O) -
RZ'J."'tmf 
EIID 
l'ONCTIaf l'GE( X) ., 
CCMtI:IN 1C2/ GRAY, DPJ.f, PR!O, 1ZP'l'B, MItJII, AMU, BEAD • 
CQHlH IG1/ ZII,ZZB,Rl ' , 
PGE-l"Gl( x......n.t )+PGl.( -XiWtM) 
~ . ' 
EIID 
PIMC'l'Iaf P'GXl.(X) 
<XNIlIN 1C2/ . GRAY, DI!lf, PJUIlQ, 1ZP'l'B, ... ,UIU, HEAl) , 
CQHlH 101/ zq,z:zn,IU.'. - . .' . 
B--l.O/«X-AHU)/(X+ANU)-ZXP(-2.0*X*DEPTB» 
1 WEXP(X*(z&+ZZB-2.0*DEPrB»"(1.b+EXP(-2~O~*ZB»* 















. . ' r 
A 














:IP (Rl .Eg. 0.0) GO TO 10 









CXIIIIIJN /C2/. GRAV, D!If, l"REQ, DEPl'B, WMtJI(,ANO, HEAD. 
CXIIIIIJN ·/01/ ZR,ZZII,R1 . 




<XIIIIlH iC2/ GRAV, DEN, !'REO, 1ZPl'B, 1tNtiN,ANO, HEAD 
. <XIIIIlH /01/ ZB, ZZB,R1 -
B-1. 0/( (X-ANtI )/( X+AHU )-ED( -2. 0*X*DEP'l'B) ) . , 
.. 
~11-B~(EXP(x*(Z&+ZZ8-~.0*D!PTB»-EXP(-~(ZH+ZZB+2.0~*~~~tdU») 
]. ·BJ(VR1,O) . ' 
RE'l'UJIN' 
DID . 
FmIC'l'iotl' P'GZll!:( X) 
ca.a. /C2/. GRAV, DEN, l"REQ, DEP'11I, 1IMtJM, ANO, HEAD 
<XIIIIlH /01/ ZB, ZZH, R1 . 
PGZlE-P'GZll( X+IeftJM )+PGZll.( -X+tRlOt) 
RE'l'UJIN 
..... .. ,.,..,., , 
'"\ 
• 
PUIC'l'IOH P'GZ2]'(X) . .. ' 
CXIIIIIJN /C21 GRAV I DEIf ,l"REQ I DEP'l'H, 18KIII,ANO, HEAD 
CDM:lN /oit ZB, ZZB, Rl. . 
B-1. O/( (X-MU)/( X+AHU)-EXP( -2 .0*X*DEPlii» 
· PGZ21-B~(EXP(-X*(ZZB-ZB+2.0*DEP1ii)}-!XP(-~(ZB-ZZB+2.0~») 
' 1 ,WBJ(X*1U,O) ,. - _ ' . 
RI!!'l'ORN 
PUiC'I'IOR P'GZ2E( X) , 
CDM:lN /C2/ GRAV,DEIf,l"REQ,~,MRM,ANO,HEAD 
CX»HIf 101/ ZB, ZZB, R1 
PGZ2E-l"GZ21( X ..... )+l'GZ21( -X+-nJt) 
RI!!'l'ORN 
DID 
. - . 
'SOBRXPrIHE GS2( VX, VXX, a, IXIX,'DaY ,00Zl, DGZ2,II'1'EIII) 
DDIZICSIOH VX( 3 ),fiOOC( 3 ),0( Z ),OOX( Z ),DGY( 2 ),DGZl(2 ),DGZ2(Z)' 
CXIIIIlIf /C2/ GRAV,.-, l"R!Q I DEP.l'B, tIIOII,MtJ" BEAD 
CXIHlR /S'I!.R/ 0It( ~ooo ) , GAIIIa( 1000 ), ALl'IIA 
c~ ... TRIS PJIDCDWI CALCUL&'l'E 'l'BE GRIIZIf'S l'tMC'l'ICIf BY 8ERIES I'OJaI 
'1'IIII'1-yx( 1 )-VXX( 1 ) . 
TDlP2-Yx< 2 )-VXX('2 ) ~ 
TDlP3-vX( 3 }-VXX( 3 ) 
. 


























• ' .". 't . 
I 
:-.' .. ; 
, 
':'" 105 -




. . ' 
. ' 
. , . ze.;,VX(',3)+IZPTB .' . '. 
~ , " . 
" . 
..•. ~ , 
' ~3')+DI!!P'l'B .: ' . . .. . .. ' .. '. , 
. .' '1'DIP4-tALPBA*( 1. O+~( -2. Q~) ) *( 1. O+EXP( -2 • O*1elUK*ZZB) ) 
• 1 *EXP( 1HJIt*( ZB+ZZB-2. q~DEP'l'B»' " 
4WWOH1Rl . • ==t:*Rl . 
f1P BYD-BY( 'l'EIIP~. 0 ) ., , ' . • . 
BJOooBJ( 'l'EIIP~O) , ' 
. G( 1 )- . 'l'I!MP4 
.' I >. 
• 
G(2)~41t . 
. , ; •• ~l~ (TEMP5,1) 
DGX( 2 >- TI!:NP6 1tBJ( 'l'EMP5 ,1) . 
'1'Zl-ALPBA~tIHOII*( ~ZZB-2. O.DEPtH»1t " 
1 . ( 1. D-UP(-2 • O*1lfCJK'A'( za.t.ZZH» ) . 
· TZ2-ALPBA *1HJIP'( EXP( 1IHtJIP( Zll-ZZB-2 • O"*DEPI'W'II"'1'B"') ) 
"1.. -EXP(1INOK'*(ZZII-ZB-2.0I DEPHl»)· ' . 
Dan( i )-'l'Zl1tSYo ' .. '. '. ' 
1~ , 
~ '11 , 
DGZl( 2")--irzl *BJO .' 
. DGZ2( 1 )-'l'Z2"BY0 ,,<.,.,Y 
DGz2( 2 )-TZ2 *BJO 
~.O 
'smGC-o~O . 
smGZl-D • 0 
stHlZ2-O ~ 0 . 
IF (H'l'EIIII ' ~EQ. 0) GO. TO 11 
'DO 10 I-l,R'l'ERII , 
J~I+i . / 
· 'l'DIP7-oJC( J ) *R1 /. . 
mco-BlC(~ ,0; . 












G( 1 )-a( 1 )+StNJ '. 
DGX( 1 )-DGX( 1 )+St.IGJrIRl 
DGY( 1 ~ 1) "'1'DIP2 
DGY(2~2)"TDIP2 ~. ' : 
DGX( 1)-DGX( 1 )*TDIP1 
•. DGX( 2 )-DGX( 2 ) "'l'DIPt 
DGZ1( 1 )-DGZl( 1 )+smlJZ1 





. , ' . 
' . 





































l ' . 



















• • : • j 
- 106 -
a...:. /ez! GRAV. DEN ,PRBQ, Ii!:P.rB,MemM,ARtJ ~ imr.D 
cDIIlH /SER/ tDt( 1ooo;,GNWP.( 100(), AIm 
P(X)-X*DH(X*I.!570796327)+BE'1'A : . ( 
ERR-l.OE~ . .. .J', . 
~-ANO*~i.S70796327 





Y2-P(A2) . ' . 
IP(U8(Yl).U.ERR) .- GO, ro 100 




GO TO 5 
U-(Al+A2 )"0.5 
I 'Y3-P( A3) .' 
IP(AB8(Y3),"LE.ERR) 00'10 101 
IPeYl •. ur. 0.0) JU-A3 
!P(Yl ' ,CR. 0.0) A2'"'A3 
, RA-MS( (A2-Al )/"1 ) 
Ir( M ,LE. ERR) GO TO .101 
· GO' '1'0 13 
UIC(J)-Al , 
.GO om. 10 . 
UIt(J~ 
GO ~ 10 ' 
UIt( J )-A3 .__ , _. . 




"00 50 J-1,R • . 
'l'$IPl-OIC( J ) *UIt( J ) I . ' . 
" , 







IP. (If .Eg. 1 ,'AND. X .10. o.O)GO '1'0 l ' 
IP elf .Eg. 0 .AND. X .EQ~ 0.0')00 To Z 
1>-1.0£-. 
: IP(N)10,20,20 '. 
I~l . ' 










' \.- - .' . 
. , \ 
, , 
, 
.... ' • 
I . 




.. \ J 
.... :. " .. 'j 
, I 
, 








. , I 
I 
r 




i ;: . . ,. 




TrPE *.'~ WIIbHG Dr BESJ IER - ' • ,:IER Rt:tOIR ' , f 
IP(X-15~ )32,32,")4 31 
32 1ftZS'.l'-20.~10. -X-X**' '2/3 
GO TO 3& ' , 
34 Ifl'BS'1W9O • +lr,I2 • 
36 
38 
U( lHI'1'ES'1')4O, 38,,~8 
" IER-4 
'l'rPE *,' 8OIIE'l'BIHG WRafG R!:1'ViIf ' 
40 , IER-O 
Hl.-H+1. 
BPJtEV-.0 
, C ••• OCIIPU'l'E",_rnw 8'I'ARl"IHG' ~ at II 
, IP(~-:-5.')50,60,, 60 
, 50 '.' MPa-X~., '. 
GO ' '1'0 _70 .~ : ,:: 
,60' ,, --""';'1. • 4*X+60.IX . 
'70 ' , "' MlHf+IPIX(X)/4+2 
IIZERO-ICMD(-Ja, lIB ) 






IB, sr;sJ 'IJ!:R ,- ., IER , ' 
,10' " ' . ' 
. ' ..... , 
..., .. - .~ . , ', ],00 , DO 190 II I ;;P;N),~,3 " . ,', . 
:, ' , , .; . · ... C~ .• ' .SE'l' pCN),ioc'-l) ' . : 
























II"(lI-{lVa )*2 )12:O,l.10,120 . 
. ~l. " . 
. ' GO TO '130 
120---~----- , .. 
, ~. 







DO 160 le-l,1I2 
' 1IIt-tHe , " 
8111t-2 • *l"IAlAT( lilt ) *1'K1/X-~ 
,.Pio. 
PIIl-1IIIt 
IP(IIt-ll-1 )150,140, 150 
BJ-II« ' 
JT-JT . ,. 
, 5-1-t\JT 
~""*8 




. I , ' 
.. ' ". 
'.' 
BJ-BJ/ALl'D. • ,\ 




' '1'rPB .,' 8tICt1'BINO tfRONO m ' 8I&J ID '. - ., IER 




.' ' 4 ' 
, , 
\ :-- .", . ', 
. • ! 
.; .. 






















' I , 
, --_:';, .. : , :, ' 
,- . ' :"'I\. 
, , 






















..... . ~ 
j I· I 
, /. 
. , : .. ~) 





PUlfC'fiar mc(X,N " , 
DIMElmIClt T( 12) \ 
Bk-o.O ' 
IP(N)10,1.1,11. ' 
IER-1. \ ' 
'l"rPr: *, 'sact."liI~ WROtIG~ IER -
:2,12,2'0 \ ' -:- , 
IER-2 ' 
TYPE *,. SC»IE".l'IIIN WROHG IN BESIt IJ!:R -
20 '=70.0)22,22J1, 
21 , IER-3 ' ' \ ' 
,'C •••••• • ,~,'~ 1Il¥JtfG\ ' IN , BESKIER - ,', IER. 
22 IER-O " ' 
IP(X-l. )36,.,25 '\ ' I 
10 
12 
• ,ID. .. 
'. • ,IER. 
.' , 
, • ,...EXP( -X) \ 
B-l./X ' 
, c-sgR'1'( B ) . , 
25 
, '1'(1)-8 i , ' 
, DO 26 L-2,12 ', - \ ' 
26 '1'( L)-'1'( L-1 ) "'8 ' 
, Ir(H-l)27,29,27 I 
: 
• 
,/ ,: C ••• CX»IWl'I!! Ja) DSIHG POLDIttaAL APPRlXIJaTION 
27 ' ~.( 1. 2533i41'" • 1fi66418 *"1'( 1 )+0'. 08811127811T( 2 )-0. 091390~54*T( 3 ) 
2+.13445962*'1'(4)-.22998503*"1'( 5)+. 3792409711T( 6)-. 52472173W'l'( 7 ) 
3~.55753684W'l'(8)-.42626329*'1'(9>+.21845181.W'l'(10) 
~066809767~(11)+O~oo9189383*T(12»*C " 
, ~~20'28,29 '\ 
28 . 
, f 
,RE'l'URR '! ' 
C .... OCIIlV1'E Itl tJ8ING POLnoaAL APP~TI<»f 
29 Gl~.{l. 2533141+ • ~92;70*T( 1,)- . 14685830W'l'( 2 )+ .1.2804226'*'T( 3 ) , 
2-.17364316*'1'( 4 >f. 28476181.*'1'( 5)-. 45943421*T( 6)+. 62833807~1) 
3-. 66322~54*'l'( 8 .505023.86 *'1'( 9 )-.2581.3038 *T( 10 )+.078800012'11"1'( l1 ) 
30 
.... 010824117*'1'( 2 ' 
!P(lf-1 )20,30, 
BIt-Gl ' 
R!'MN ' , 
C ••• lWlII M,n CDIPUTE g USING R!CtJRR!X:Z RELA'l'I<»f 





GJ-2. *( PUlAT( J)-1.. )*Gl/X-+GO 
!P(GJ-l.OE38)33,33,32 
Io-t " 
'l'YPE *,' SC»IE'l'BING WRONG ~ 'BESIt IU -






































- 109 1.. 
r.P(N~1)37,.3~37 , 










40 ' GO-GO+X2J1tftC'1'''(BJ-A) 
:tP(N)43,42,43 , .-
. 42 '. r _-GO ' /' 
, ,, RE'l'UIIN ' 
.Co 0 .c::oMPtI1'Z iu ~IJfG SERIES EXPMSIOIf 







DO 50 J-Z,8' . 
X2J-x2J*C . ' 







, ~ 8YCX,.) 
C ••• ~ FoR EDoRS m If ~ X 
I1'(N)lBO, 10, 10 
10 nm-o 
" U(X)190,19O,20 
C ••• BlWICB IF X LESS 'l'BM OR zgw.r. 4 
20 I1'(X-4. )40,40,30 • 
C ~ •• CCIIPO'tE n MID YO FOR X GREM"ER '.l'IIM 4.0 




1 +.00017343 )*'1'2-.001753062 )*'1'2+. 398M2'3 
go-««.OOOOO32312*T2-.0000142078)*T2+.0000342418)~ · 





Aoio2 • 0/8QR'J'( X) 
a-A1I'fl. ~ , 
0«""'.7153982 
YO-A-Po*SDfC C )+B*QO*008( C) 
n-A"Pl1tQ)S( C )+B*Ql-SDf(C) '. ' 
------_ .. _-------"-, ""'\---..,.~ .... ~
. -" "'. 
, . . 
, 



















GO TO 90 
,Co 0 oc::cMPt7p; ~ MD Yl. FOR X LE5S OR EQUAL oro 4.0 









"".I~DO 70 L-1,15 
· ~(Ir-1)50,60,50 , 
.~l./PUJAT(trl ) , 
Fr,-r. 
'l'S-'J.'-2UI 
'.l'J3I-( '1'ZRM*( -X2 )/l"L"1!2 ) *( 1 • --1. Ie PL*'l'S ) ) 
to-~ , '. 
-mat-XV( '1'- • 5 ) , &:. 
st»ob.o ~ 
DO 80 L-2,16 






;- ' ------ ..,- - -- - - --- ~--:-----
, . . .-
.. 





C •• :c:::a:ECIt IP (lILY m OR n. IS, IZS:IRED 
90 Il"eH-1)100, 100, 130 
C. 0 • RiO"l'UM EI'l'BER m OR n M REgOl:RID 
100 Il"(H)1l0,120,110 
110 ·. BY-n 
Go 'ro 170 
120 BY-YO 
.j GO TO 170 '. 
C. , • PERFORM RECURRIHCZ OPEMTIOBS 'l'Q PDID DC X) 










T-l'OOPa( 2*Jt )/X- ' 
JOooIl'IlJB-IA . 
Ir( AIIS( 1C)-1. OE3e )1"5~ 145,141 
. ,:Dm-3 

















• / t 
, ' 
, .---











'l'!Pl!. *, '~NG WIQ{G ~N BESY ttR·. : ' .• 'mR 
RE'i'ORR ' ., 
, , 
l;D.-2 ,.:;; , 




~IHE Dq16(XL,XU.PC'l',SmI), , _ 
C •••• mrs p~ CX»IPU'l'E ~,(PCr). SOIIIIED OYER X FlOI .' 
• 
C •••• XL TO XU .. • 
C DOUBLEPR!CISIOR XL,Xu,Y,A,B,C;PCT 
SUJO-o.O . • 
DO 10 1-1,50 
1ZII1'A-( XD-XL )/I 
3mt-o.0 '.,. 










Y- • 13576229705877041£-1 ftC l"C'1'( Me )+l"C'l'( A-C ) ) 
C-.47228751153661629EO"B " ,. 
Y~Y+.31126761969323946E-l*(PCT(A+c)+Pc1(A~» 
C-.432815601.1.9391587E01tB ' , '~ 
Y-1'+. "757925584124639m-l*( PCT( A+C )+PCT( A-C») , 
'C-:37770220417750152EO~' 




C-'.22900838882861369EO*B ' , , 
Y-Y+. 8457825969750127£-1 *( reT( A-f<:)+l"C'l'( A-:C) ) 
C-.14080177538962946:£O*8 '. 
oy'-Y+. 9130170752246179E-l ft( PCT( A+C )+PC'l'( A4: n 
~.47S062S491881~720E-l*8 
1,. ,' l 
,. 
" 











TrPE 1t,' ***PAIL TO <XlHV!RGE 
CXlIft'DIUE 
RETURN 



















4 • ' • 
• 
~ MPRD(A.B,R,N,M,L) 
C •••• mrs PROGRAH CDIPmEs R-A-tt.lIBERI A(N-X),B(IPL)' 
DDC!NS1otf'A(l),B(l),R(l) ". " • . ' 
"IR-O" .. " 
DO 10 K-l,L 
:cc-Dt-+M 
. i ~ '. .j' 
I 
" . 






-~ ~- - . 
',' 
'. , ~ , . 






'. <' • 
, . , 
, ~ . . 
~ ,", 
" .', 
> '. I 


































\" '" , . .. , , 
IJt-IR+l 
. Jr.-P-ff , 
IB-m 
~IR)-o.O 
DO 10~ I-1.K 
. .n~ .. 
, , 
~IB-IBU '-
R(IR)-R( IR)+A( JI)*B( IB) 
SUBlUJ'l'IN! IRV(.:R~AIK,.), ' 
DniDsIOIf A( 1 ) ,'R( 1) __ 
!:vs-~.O!""'. 
IP(K)23.23,1 
c ••• SURaI' POa ~ ELEHEIIT 
, 1 IER-O 




















IX) 3 ~l,* '" 







IX) 17 X-1,K, 
IP(PIV)23,23,,4 
IP(DR)?i5,7 
, IP(PIV-'lOL)6;6,7 . 
. I!:;R-«-l 
PIVX-1. 0E0tA( I ) A' 
J-( I;"1)IM .• " 
I-I-J*IHt. 
J-.J+I-IC , 
" 00 8 ~,MK,J( " 







Il-.f*li ... · . 
DO 11 L-LS'l', LBIID 




















, . . 
: t ' 
, / 









. ' ¥ 
" f ,,. 









" , ~ : .' !~ 
... ' .' 
" ~ " 
, " . 



























• l ' . . 
l 
, ~o.' .r , 
,' . " '~ 
, ' 
. " "\' , . 
. '. .' 
.. .' ~ . 


























., , • ~. ~ . 4 , " 
t~ _ 
, ~" ,~ , , , 
~,L~ 1 
" ,,' 11 
-..... '.~ , 
" .. 
. ~ '''/, 













• j l' ,- . 
.. 
. . 
'. ~ , . 










t .. . ! ' 
j' 





















, . ~ . 























" LS'l'-LS'l'I-l " " J-G' . r 
DO 16 n-LST,Uiui 
" . 
0' PIVI-A( II) 'K 
/ Isr-:n+K ' ' 
, J-:rJ+l. ' " 
DO 15 L-IS'l',"',H 
. ' LI;IotIrJ 
, A(L~L)+PIVl:*A(LL)· 
• . . 'l'B-ABSC A( L » , 
IP(~PIV)15,15"14 
PIV""'l'B , 
00 16 L-lt~MII,N 
LlI-Lt-J ' 
" 'R(LL)-R(LL)+PIVI*R(L) 
, '. , LS'MBr+K I 
iPCH-1)23,22,19 
1ST •• UK 
L8'I'-II+ 1 " 
" . 





DO 21 ,'J-II,HII,N 
~ , 
20 I 





'1'B*R( J) " '~ ... :. 
,LW" , 
DO 20 1t-18'I',"''-H 
LIl-LL+l 












, , . 
, f 
, " '. ' . : -, 
, ' ... ; 










DDDSICIf A( 3 ),B( 3 ).C( 3) ' ,', 
DO 10 1-1,3· 
C( I )-A( I )-Be I ) 
SU8Iibr:um VEin( A, B,8) , 
DDa8ICIf A( 3 ), I( , ) 
' " <: ~ . 
• ; • .0. 
,' , 
\ , ,0, 
" , 
.,! •• 
" . ~ 
:' . 
. " . . ., . 
: .. ' ~ 













































DO 10 I~l, 3 1 





DDG!2fSIOIIII'( 3 ),B( 3 ),C( 3) 
Cl.-A( 2 )*8[3 )-A( 3 )*B( 2) 
C2-A( 3 )*B( 1 )\Ai 1 )*B( l) 











DIMEllSICIR A(Rl , M2.N3 ).C(R]) 





8CJB1«?O'HIIE (ll'O'l'AL( NSP, IIR ,gU5 ,0246 ,NIP ,QDP1. QDn) . 
C ••• 'DIIS PROGRAII CALCULP.TE 'DIE ~ g POR DRlP'l'DG POD 
C ••• DIPU'l'I. ·NSP, _,Q1l5.Q246.AIIP 
C ••• 0U'l"PU'l'1 QIlI"l( SIDE 1). QIll"2( SDZ 2) 
, , 
, ~DlENSIOR 0135(MN.4 ),Q246(IIlf," ),QlJP1(_),QP"2(HR),AIG'( 12) 
00I.1lR /0./ GRAV, DEN, PREQ, 1JElI'l'II, .... ,MO, BrAD 
20 
DO 10 I-1,NSP 
II-HIfSP • 
, r Tl.-o.o 
. \ 
. ' '1'2-0.0 
1 T3-0 •• 0 
'~.O 
DO 20 J-1,3 
Jl-2*J-1 
J2-.:Jl+l . " 
Tl.-Tl:+0135( I )*AIIP(Jl+6 )+gUS( J:I,J)*AJIP(Jl) 
T2~~ I,'!)-.,(J2+6 )+Q246( J:I,j).MPCJ2) 
'1'3M'1'3~1 ( I, J )*AMP( Jl )-Q135( II. J )*NIP( Jl-K ) 
~~ . (I,J)*AIG'(J2)-Q246('U,J)*NIl'(J'Z-K) 
I' 
Qtlt"1tI U5C I." }+Q246( I ~=.( '1'l~ ') 
Qm'2( I 135( Ii" )-Q246( I, *('l'l.Jf2) 
QDP1(II 135(II,4>+aztl(tl'''}-PllQ.(~3~) 
QDP2( II >-OUS( II, 4 )~46( II, .. }-PllQ*('ll-'1'4) . 
c ••• '1OrAL 8OUR:Z &fiWiGfia' Miuca IIJ'l'IClf IS"'. lMCUJDBI) 
C , QIlrl(I )-QUS( I," )+Q2445( Z, .. ) 
C QIlP2( I )-gUS( I," )-1r.Z445(.Z,,,) 



































SUBRJO'l'INE 'SIR( N, 1m ,PAN, SUR, QDPl, QDP2, 'l.'BE'TA, SR, 51, scos, ssm, DBR, OSI , 
~ . 
1 , OMENT) 
c ••• 'l'IIis PROGIWI CALCUIA'l'E 'l'!m SR, 5I ••• VAW!!S lOR DRD"'l'DIG lOlQ 
Co' •• I1GVl'1 II, l'Qf, PAN~ SUR. QDF1, QDf'2. 'l'BE'l'A ' , 
C •• • 00'1'PUT1 SR,SI,SCOS,SSIN , 
: 
DIJII!2I5IOR PMCH, 3 ),stJR(N)"QDPi~NH),QDP2(HR) 















SX-SDl(~)WP~( X, 1.) 
cr-COS('1'B!!'1'A)WP~( 1,2) 
0Ul.....uP( sx-cr) 




TZ-EXP( 1I!aI*Z ).( 1. O+EXP( -2 .O~( Z+IEP'DI) ) )*SUR( I ) 
Sl-81+(QlJP1( I )'*COS(Ul )-f1J)Pl( II ).SIlf(Ul»1l"J'Z 
52-82+( QDl"2( I)tI(X)S( 112 ~( II )*SDf(tJ2) )1I"l'Z 
53-s3+(QDPl(II)-COS(01)-QDP1(I)*SIN(Ul»1I"l'Z 
54-84+( QDr'2( II )'*CX)5( U2 )~( I )·SIM( U2 ) )~ 
DS1.-DSl+(QDPl(I)*B~(U!~l(II!-OOS(Ul»~*D01 
DS2-DS2+(QDP2(I)*SIB(~(II)*oos(U2»~*DOZ 
DS~3+( Qa'1( 1 )*C%lS(Ul ~l( II )*SIB( Ul) )~*DUl 







80)S0c0SK.00s( 'DII!l'rA ) ' 












, SU8ICXI'1'INE DR.U'r( .. , .,PM, SUR, QIlPl., QIll"2#CIQ'X, DRl"T, DRII) 



















" :, \ t 
'. "" ' .' 
' \ . 
! • 
- 116,-
C ••• INPUT l- NSP, MH, PAN, 5UR,gop~, QDP2 
C ••• 0000000000l DRl"X,DRPY(DRIPTING ~.x:E IN X- AND Y-DIREC'l'ICIf). 
. DIMENS:rClf PAN(NSP,'3,),suR(JfSP),QDP~(MHl,QDP2CRK) 
CCMIIf /C2/ GRAV, D!N', PREO, DEP'l'II, I81tJK,AHU, BEJU) 
BIC~ 
E2-EXP(-2.0*HIC) 




~~--6. 2831S*( ~ .D-E2 )*DEN*(1IMtIIn 4.0)1rfl2/(Tl*'1'l*( 1.O+E2 )**3.0) 
C ••• DRI~ FOgz DOE TO 'l"BE IIfCaIE WAVE UPd:T r 




C •• • USING GUASS:rAN 16 POINTS PORI«JLUl TO IN'l'EGRA'l'E '!"IIE'DRIP'TING POK:E 







DO 20 J-~,4 
Xl.-( J-~ ) "1EIJl'A 
_X2~Xl+DELTA 





CALL SIR( NSP, 2 *HSP, PAN, SUR, QDP~, QDP2 ,A+C, SR, SI ,APCC,'APCS, TZIQ., 'l'!X2, DMl ) 
CALL SIR( NSP, 2 *lfSP, PM, SUR, _~, QDP2 ,A...c, SR,SI ,NCC,A)I:S, 'l"J!Xl, 'l'IX2, DMZ ) 




CALL SIR( NSP, 2 *HSP ,PAN, SUR, QDP~,QDP2 ,A+C, &R,SI , APCC, APCS, TEIO., 'l'lX2, DMl ) 
CALL SIR( RSP, 2*lfSP ,PM, SUR, QDl"1.,QDl"2,A-C, SR, SI , N«X:, NCS, irmo.,~, DMZ ) 
PX-PX+.3l126761969323946E-111(APCC~) . 
rr-Pr+. 31126761969323946E-1*( APCS+AI4CS ) " 
·~~.3ll26761969323946E-1*(DM1+DM2) 
C-.43281.560119391587E01IB ~ [-
CALL SIR("', 2*lfSP ,PM. SUR, QDP1,Q0P2, r..+C, SR, SI,N'CiC,APCS, 'l"J!Xl, 'l'!X2, DMl ) 





CALL SIR( NSP I ~1ItfSP , PM' , SUR, QDF1, QDr.2, A+C, SR, SI , Al'OC,Ai'CS, '1'I!Xl, 'l'EM2, mo. ) 
'.' ..... . CALL SIR( RSP, 2*RSP, PM' , SUR, P1, QDl"2 ,A-C, SR, SI ,M«X:,NK:S, '1'I!Xl, 'l'P.M2, DMZ ) 




CALL SIR( NSP, 2*HSP,PM,SUR,QDP1,gDP2,A+c,BR,SI ,M'CC,M'CS,'l'DIl,TDC2,DIO. l 















~. 7479799440828837E-l*Cmo.+E1C2 ') 
C-,22900838882861369EO*B _ 
QLL SIR( IISP, 21tRSP ,PM, SOR, QDP1, QDl'2 ,A-tC, SR, SI IAPCC, APCS I 'l'DIl I 'l'EM2, DIO. ) 




0-. 14080177538962946EO*B . r 
QLL Slit( HSP, 2*!ISP, PM I SOR, gDP1,Q01"2, A-tC, SR, SI ,APoc, APCS, 'l'!IU., 'l'DCZ, DMl ) 
v .' . 





CALL SIR( HSP, 2 *lISP, PM, SOR, QDPl,Q01"2 ,A-tC, SR. SI, APCC. APCS, 'l'DIl, TZII2,an ) 
aLL SIR( IISP, 2-&, PM, SOR, Pl,QD1"2 ,A-C, SR, SI ,Nt:C. AII:S,.'l'DIl, 'l'DCZ, 1M2 ) 

























































118- ,. ! 
DDll!:lrSIOR PM( 36, 3 ), ~( 36 , 3 ), UNJf( 36, 3 ) , SUR( 36 '), . l-
1 OOllR( 36, 36), DGllI( 36~ 36 ),00121( 36; 36 )"DG12I( 36, 36), 
2 Gl1R( 36. 36 ),G11I( 36, 36 ),G12R( 3', 36 ),G121( 36,36), 
.1 PHI7R( 36 ),PBI7I( 36 ),PRI8R( 36 ),PBI8I( 36 ),QDP1(72),QOP2(72). 
• POl135( 12,"), POT246{ 71.,. ),013S( 7Z," ).0246( 72, 4), 
5 M(6,6),~(6, ),RM(6,6),C(6,6),POR(12),AMP(12) ' 
ex... /C21 GRAV,DER,P'REIg, 
O:WIID.'/C3/ VOL, XB, YD, Z8 ,ARI!lc-MWIP 
CXMaI /SDI mq 1000), GN4l9.( 1000) , ........ ~ 
















CALL M5IGR (2, '<XlIl.DflT' ) 
CALL M5IGH (3, 'PRft'Z .OM" ) 
" 
WRITE(3,*)'*********************~******************~********' 
WRITE( 3, * ) 'R!:SUL'l' or 72 PM!LS POR  BOX' 
~(3,*)'*************************************************' 
DO 17 Ja-1,6 
READ (2 )PM, suR, POR,AMP ,All, DDIP,e, 111, 
1 GRAV,IlER, PRP.:Q, DEPl'IJ, ... ,MU, IIEN), DRIPX,DJUn, DIIIZ 
C**********·***·****·*·*********!**********~***************************** 
• ' IIRrI'E (.1, *) , PElUOD '. " 2 .0*3 • 143.59/PRZIQ ' 
IIlU'l'I!: (3, *) 'Bl!'ADING. t ,BDo*180:/3 .14159 " 
,. WRl'1'E (3,*) 'A(U)··;AM(1,1)/Ml,'A(33) ·',AM(3,3)/Ml 
IIRl'1'E (3, *) 'A( 55) .',AM( 5,5 )/MS, 'A( 66) .' ,»1(6,6 )/MS 
IIRl'1'E (3,*) 'B(11) .',tEMP(l,1.)/BB1,tB(33) 1.·,DDCP(-3,3);mU 
WRrl'Z (3, *) 'B(55) .t ,1ZIIP(5,5 )/BB5, '11(66) .t ,DDCP(6,~)/_ 
. ~ -. 
PIWm-9O. o-P'.lM( AMP( 1 ) ,AMP( 7) ) 
'MIG -sQR'l"( NIP( 3. )*MP( 1 )+AIIP( 7 )*~( 7 ) , 
WRI'1'Z \{ 3, *) 'SURGE 1I7rI00, .' ' ,AlII. PIIME ~ 
PBASE-9O. o-P'1M( AIGI(.1 hAlG'( 9) ) 
MIlG -sQR'l'(MP(.1 ,*MP('3)+MP( 9 )*AIIP( 9" 
IIRl'1'E (3, *) 'HEAVE 1I7rI0R .t ,AMIG,' ~.t,PBNJE 
~.o-P'1M(AICP(5 ),MP( 11» . 












WRI'l'E (3, * ) 'PI'l'aI -IIJ'l'IOIf -', AKrG*SLL, , .JBASE";' , PHASE ' 
-. ~.o-P"1'M(~ 1. ),!"OR( 7» 
MIG -SQR1'( PaR( 1. )*POR( 1. )+POR( 7)*l'OR( 7) ) 
WRI'l'E (3,*) 'SONZ EX.POHCZ ·~,NaG/(~v*Ml./SLL),' PIm5!! -, ', PIm.SE 
~ • o-P'l'Me P'OR( 3 ),FOR( 9» 
MIG -stJR1'( PDR( 3 )*POR( 3 )+POR( 9 ).1tp()R( 9) ) 
WRI'l'E e3, *) 'BP'AVE EX.PORCE -' ,AllIG/(GRAV*Ml/SLL),' PBME -' ';PBASE 
PBME-9O. G-PTM( FOR( 5 ), l'C$( 11) ) 
-, MIG ..sQRT( POR( 5 )*POR( 5 )+POR( 11 )4*POR( 11 » , 
WRlft (3, *) 'PI'l'CB EX.l'ORCZ .' ,MaG/CGRAV*Ml), ~ PIi\SE .' ,PImSE 
.. 
WRI'l'Z ( 3, * )' DRIP'!' PORcz( X) -', DRIntC CI!2f*GRA.V*BLL) 
WRI'l'Z (3, * ) • DRU'l' POKZ( or ) -', DIW'!'/( DElf'*GRAV*BLL ) 
, WRI'l'Z C 3, * ) • DRIP'l' IOIEII'l'( Z) -', ' DRlm/e ilER*GM\nrsLL*SLL ) 
WRlft C 3, *)' *******'!"*****************************.***********' WRrl'Z (3,*)' , 
. ' 
PQfC'l'I0If P"l'AR( AR, AI ) , 
c ...•.• 0 'mIS PONC'l'IOR COIIPV'l'E 'l'IIE ARGtII!Ifr., or (AR, AI) m _ RMGE 
C: ••• • 0" • PIIOII -90 DI!!G. '1'0 +270 , Dr.IG • 
• D-ABS( AI/AR) 
~(D)/3.~416·180.0 
IleAl .ar. 0.0 .MID. AR .tIr. 0.0) D-180.0-0 
U(Al .m. 0.0 .MID. AR' :ar. 0,0) o..:-D 























, ). , 
*********** 
l'OROO5 • DA!r t ' ricPur ~ '.l!fB PRDGRM ' 
.. *-*******-
1 45. 7.5 -10'. 1.0 0.0 ' 
'2 45. 7.S -30. 1.0 0.0 
3 45. 22.5 ';"10. 1.0 0.0 
'4 45. 22.5 ,-30. 1.0 \ 0.0 \ 
'5 45. 37.5 -10,. 1 '.0 0.0 
6 45. -37.5 -30. 1.0 0.0 
, '. 
-10. 7 31.S ' 45. 0.0 1.0 
8 37.5 ·~· I: · · -30, 0.0 1.0 
9 22.5 45.' -10. 0.0 1.0 ' 
10 22.~ 45 •. -30. 0.0 1.0 , 
114 1.5 ,45. -10. , 0.0 1.0 
,U ,1.5 , 45. -30.', 0:9 1.0 
13 \ 31.5, 33.15 -40. ~.O ' 0.0 -. , ):. ' 31.5 - '11.25 -40. 0.0 " 0.0 
15 ,22.5 . 33.15, -:-'40. 0.0. 0.0 ' 
,16 '. 22.5 '1.1.25 -40. 0.0 O~O 
17 1.,.5, 3~.1!t ',-40. ' 0.0 0.0 







, I i 1 0 , j 
I I' .. fit, \ \ 
£-~--' , , , " 
i '-C " 1 
•• .. i l 
;. 












0 ~9 ' 300.0 
0.0 '300.0 
0.,0' 300.0 . 





0.0 , 300.,0 
;'}~~O , '331 ';5 , 
;;'1.0 331.5' 
-1.0 ' 331.5 
, -1.0 33,1.5 
-1.0 ' 33'7.5 
-1.0 33'7.5 
~ , , 
'. 
,0 
































.. * .. ** .. * ........ * .. * 
PRR'1'2.MT 00'1'PU'l' OF THE PROGMM , . 
.. ...................... .. 
. ~-
•• ** .. **********.***~** •• ** •• ~ .. ************-
RESUUr. or 72' PANELS FOjUtECTANGUIM IBOX , . 
*********** .. ***~~**************************- ' 
PERIOD - 9.999999 
BDDING - 0.0000000£+00 
A(11) ,O.~779451 A(33) - 0.6936116 
, A(55) - 4.0283702E:-02A(66) - 5.77464552:-02 
B( 11) - 0.9037306 , 8( 33) - 3.1050753£-02, 
8(-55) - -l.. 86 77~86£:-02B( 66 r - ,4. 5083300f:-03 
stmGE 1Ol'1,* - 0 ~ 2023692~· PImSE· -46.46820 
BFAVE 1Ol'1,*, - 2.681.8879E~ PHASE· -103.8198 
PITCH II7l'I(XIf' - 0.2177859, PBASB. 135.5104 
SuRGE EX.FORCE • • 0.9025733 PIIME - 106.8761 
DaVE EX.FORCE· 0.1043513 PB&SE .. ' ·. 75.30950 
PITCH EX.FORCE - 0.120592~ I, PImSE - -71.56024, 
,DRIP'!' PORCZ(-X) - 0.4890130, , 
.DRIP'!' PORCZ(,Y) - -~.1289563£~~ , 
. DRIP'!' ~ z·) - -..7.5263756£-10, ' . ' \ . ." , 
*****--*****************************************- ' 
PERIOD - , 12 .00000, 
lIDDING - 0.0000000£+00 \ 
A(11) - 0.4019165 A(33) - 0.6734179 
A( 55) - 4. 5369511£-:OzA( 66) - 5.0772501£-02 
8('11) ,., ,0.9664637 B(33} - 7.7199653£-02 
, 8( 55.) - 1.. 7726453£:..:o2B( 66) .. 2. 3326605E-04 
'BURGE 1Ol'I(XIf - 0.3462898 PJD'SE. ~ -:-73 ,.692"~ 
BFAVE IOl'ION - 0.1399764 PHASE - -127.2732 
, PITCH IOl'ION - 0.30302048 PHASE· 106.05~1 
SURGE EX.FORCE - ~.331q19 PHASE - :79;48020 
BFAVE EX,.FORCE - 0.2753,643 PHASE - . "9 . 15677, 
, , 
PITCH ~.FORCE - 0.1~61464 PHASE - -100.9704 
DRIl""1' ~(X) - , O. 3758127 
DRIP'!' l'OIa{ Y) -; 1.0888841£-08 
DRIr.l' IiH:HT(Z) - 1.2098719£-10 
**-.ri******************************_********,****_ 
PERIOD ,. 14.00000 
BEADING - O. OOOOOOOJ!:+OO 
A(11) - 0.6638 .... 7 A(33) -
A( 55) - 4. 9814995E-02A( 66 ) 
0.6657764 




, - f 
( 
B( 11) - ' 0.8056340 8( 33) .-
B( 55) - 1. 3000505E:-02B( 66) -
stmGE IUl'IOH-, 0.4901692 
~:YE IOl'IOH'; .~ :'5476664-
PBNm· -83. 0211.5 . '-',I : 
PImSI· '('135',1987 
p IOl'ION - 0.4152229 ~ PBASE· 96.09303 
IX.PORCE - ~.616891 , PBA8I - 75. 34U7 
• :YE lX.roa:::r: - 0.4654126 ' PBI8I - 32.8~574 

















~ ' ,l \. ~ I 














.DRIP'.r .f'O:Rc!{X) -. 0'.2471173' p......1", 
DRIP'l' PORCE(Y) • -1:.175506l.EfQ8 \ 
DRIP'!' ~( Z) - , 6. 5305893E-ll 
******.***************************** .. *******a-***a-* 
. l 
PERIOD - 16.00000 
&FADING - O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
A(11) ,- 0.8342986 A(33) - 0.6713978 
A(55) - 5.19i651tE-Q2A(66) - •• nU917E-02. 
8(11) - .0.5253953 8(33) - 0.1700688 
8( 55) ~ " 7. 5277337E-Q38( 66 ) • - 1. ?596584E-06 
~ J«7.l'Ic. - 0.6040380 PHASE . , -86.78464 
HEAVE MOTION - 2.761543 PHASE. ~ -98.99474 
PITCH MOTtON - 0.4516027 ~ - 92.33227 
SURGE EX.PDR:Z - 1.6']0511 PHASE • 78.55598 
~VZ EX.PDRCE - ' 0.6577757 ~. 22.82619 
PI'l'CB EX.PDR:Z - 0.1988162 ' ~ - -101.5796 
. DRIl"'l' POJ¥:E{Y) . ' -2.067166ZE-Q8 
DRIl"'l"IDIEIfi(Z) - 9.09170l1Z-11 :" , 
DJtIn' 'POJa{X) • 0,6720425' . ':J 
***********~*********************~***~~"~***~i*~ 
PERIOD - . 18.00007' 
BElDING ,- 0.0000000:£+00 
A(11) - ' 0.8786014, ' 'JA(33)-
A('55) - 5 • 1954225E-Q2A( 66). -
B( 11) - 9.2963~49 B( 33) -
, B( 55) - 3, 8218205E-03B( 66) -
SORGE MOTION' - . 0.6893444 . 
I'IBAvz MOTtON ~ 2.098073 ' 
'pI'l'CB MOTION '.. 0.4532574, 




, 2 • 3890027Eo-07 
.~ ,. ,:-88.M836 
PHASE. -~4.25218 
PHASE ' - 90.88186 -
PHASE· 82.47288 
• PHASE· 16.39951 
PHASE - -97.58699 
IIDVE ~~ - 0.8381,130 
'PXTCB D:.~ 0~1.7~15'" . 
DRIl"'l' PORCzcX) ~ 6.5'"6134O!!-oZ 
DRIl"'l' '.oa(~:> ' - -1.0753330E-09 , ' ' " . 
"pam ~(~) - -2. 7303377E-~' 
********************-*****.************ ... *,****** 
PERIOD - 20.000'., , 
, ~ IlFADING - O. ()()()()O()9EiOO ' , 
I ~ll). 0.8590820 A(33) - ' 0.7375016 ~ 
A( 55) - 5 • 12465.ZZ-Q2A( 66) - 4. 6323139Z-02 
B( 1~) - 0.1602608 ' B( 3~)· 0.19929}1 
B( 55)· ].. 88776+t1-Q3B( 66) - . 4.33689961-98 
SURGE MOTIOH w 0.7523804 PDSII: - . -89.22000 
Bu.VZ' IOl'IOH - ' 1 •• 26518 PDSII: - -3.616913 ' 
PITCB MOTIOII - 0 •• 350950 PIIASB - 90.33043 . ~ '. " 
SURGE EX.I'OXZ" .1.278632 PImSE. 85.28959 
,> BZAW Ex.rc:R:z' - ' , 1.000595 PHASE - 12.07687 
PITCa IX.PORCE '. 0.1438083 PRIsB.' ~94.73732 
. ~'loRcz(X) .,; ',6~!590!5107E-03 . 
DR.Il"l' PORCZ(Y) . w '-4.40622t3E-U: 
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